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Glossary
3GPP

Third Generation Partnership Project

ATO

Automatic Train Operation

ATP

Automatic Train Protection

CBTC

Communication Based Train Control

CCS TSI

Control-Command and Signalling Technical Specification for
Interoperability

CCTV

Closed Circuit Television

CEF

Common European Framework

CENELEC

European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization

CEPT

European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications

CER

Community of European Railways and Infrastructure Companies

CSFB

Circuit-switched Fall Back

ECC

Electronic Communications Committee

EDOR

ETCS Data Only Radio

EIM

European Rail Infrastructure Managers

ERA

European Railway Agency

ERIG

European Railways Radio Implementers Group

ERTMS

European Rail Traffic Management System

ETCS

European Train Control System

ETSI

European Telecommunications Standards Institute

EU

European Union

FRMCS

Future Railway Mobile Communications System

GCSE-LTE

The group call enablers LTE

GIS

Geographic Information System

GPRS

General Packet Radio Service

GSM-R

Global System for Mobile Communications Railway

IEC

International Electrotechnical Commission

IM

Infrastructure Manager

IoT

Internet of Things

IP

Internet Protocol

ISI

Inter Systems Interface
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LTE

Long Term Evolution

M2M

Machine-to-machine

MCPTToLTE

Mission Critical PTT over LTE

MNO

Mobile Network Operator

MS

Member State

NaaS

Network as a Service

NG2R

Next Generation Radio for Rail

NGN

New Generation Network

NGNS

New Generation Network Suppliers

NIS

Directive on Security of Network and Information Systems

NSA

National Safety Agency

OBU

On Board Unit

OFDMA

Orthogonal Frequency-division Multiple Access

OSJD

Organization for Cooperation of Railways

OTIF

Intergovernmental Organisation for International Carriage by Rail

PA

Public Address

PFI

Private Finance Initiative

PMR

Personal Mobile Radio

PPDR

Public Protection and Disaster Relief

PPP

Public–Private Partnership

ProSe

Proximity Services

PTT

Push to Talk

RAMS

Reliability, Availability, Maintainability and Safety

REC

Railway Emergency Call

RED

Radio Equipment Directive

RISC

Railway Interoperability and Safety Committee

RTPI

Real-time Passenger Information

RU

Railway Undertaking

SC3P

Safety Critical Third Party

SIM

Subscriber Identity Module

T2W

Train to wayside

TCCE

TETRA and Critical Communications Evolution
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TCMS

Train Control & Management System

TCP

Transmission Control Protocol

TCRT

Technical Committee for Railway Telecommunications

TEN-T

Trans-European Networks - Transport

TETRA

TErrestrial Trunked RAdio

THR

Tolerable Hazard Rate

TSI

Technical Specification for Interoperability

UIC

Union Internationale des Chemins de fer

UMTS

Universal Mobile Telecommunications System

VOIP

Voice over IP

WP

Work package

WRC

World radiocommunication conferences

xDSL

Digital Subscriber Loop
Table 1.1 - Glossary
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Executive summary
This document deals with the Train To Wayside Communication System (T2W) and is the result of the
Scenario Building activity within the WP2 (Scenario Building) of Mistral Project. It contains a review of
the current scenarios, a description of the possible future scenarios and a suitable techno-economic
proposition that is consistent from a technical and economic point of view, including portfolio of new
innovative services.
This deliverable is fed by outputs of WP3 (Business Viability Analysis) and WP4 (Technical Viability
Analysis) of the Mistral project. The D3.1 Report on Market Forces will focus on the AS-IS analysis,
the market landscape and the identification of the market forces for the shift toward a new scenario
of ‘network as a service’ NaaS (TO-BE analysis). The D4.1 Technological Forces and Railway
Performance Conditions Analysis highlights relevant telecommunication technologies that must be
taken into account for the upcoming paradigm shift from a network as an asset to a network as a
service.
This D2.1 is a mid-term project deliverable in the Mistral scheduling and it will be followed by a final
output D2.2 Validated techno-economic proposition that will describe the final techno-economic
proposition validated in view of the findings generated by WP3 (Business Viability Analysis) and WP4
(Technical Viability Analysis).
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Introduction

2.1

Purpose, context and context scope of this deliverable
The D2.1 scenario portfolio and techno-economic proposition is a public intermediate report that is
the output of the first three tasks of the Work Package 2 (WP2) of the Mistral Project.
The main objectives of this WP2 are to:
1. Analyse the current scenario of the T2W communication system from a multidisciplinary
standpoint.
2. Build foreseeable scenarios of future T2W communication system.
3. Specify a sound market proposition fitting with TO-BE scenarios.
4. Refine afore-mentioned techno-economic proposition.
5. Design the portfolio of innovative services based on new scenario.
This document will be also taken as an input for the evolution of WP3 and WP4 with the aim to
characterize the optimal scenario of future T2W communication system and validate it.
This deliverable will be the starting point to formulate a validated techno-economic proposition that is
the final milestone of the Mistral project.

2.2

Scope
The central object scope of this document is covers the T2W communication system., including the
following items:
The report covers the following:
o

Review of the scenario as it is today (including stakeholder analysis, safety measures, policies
& regulations)

o

Characterization of possible future potential future scenarios in light of a number of driving
forces (including safety trends and regulatory trends)

o

Specification of a sound market proposition fitting with TO-BE scenarios (including elicitation
of requirements, use cases design, safety compliance)

o

Identification of the portfolio of innovative services that could be possible after the
implementation of future T2W communication system.
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T2W AS-IS scenario analysis
A generic analysis of the current European railway communication systems will be illustrated in this
chapter. The scenario analysis will cover all types of railways, from metros to main lines and high
speed trains.
Where possible, a multidisciplinary approach will be followed, considering safety measures, policies
and regulations.
Some real use cases from railway stakeholders will allow to take a deeper look at the real market.
This chapter is structured in the following way:

3.1



Point 3.1 analyses which types of communication are currently required for rail systems, with
reference to the intended scope and user(s)



Point 3.2 summarises the main operational aspects for the types of communication identified in
point 3.1



Point 3.3 describes current issues with network capacity



Point 3.4 describes requirements related to terminals for railway applications



Point 3.5 provides a description of communication systems used and corresponding state of
deployment in the EU and some other country, regarding railway main lines, urban and mass
transport systems



Point 3.6 gives an overview of the current approach to safety for radio communication



Point 3.7 gives an overview of current state of regulations applicable to radio communication,
with special attention to frequency management



Point 3.8 shows the views of other stakeholders potentially sharing interests with railways

Type of communication needed
Rail-sector communications fall into three categories: critical operational communications, businesssupporting communications, and passenger entertainment/general communications.
In EU main lines, as better described in the following parts of this document, GSM-R is used for the
first category, and, in some cases, the second category, but does not have the bandwidth to support
the third.
Communications to trains generally fit into one of three categories, as outlined in Table 3.1.[1]
Critical operational

Business supporting

Entertainment

Voice (signaller/controller to train
driver, shunting operators,
maintenance staff)

Monitoring and supervision of
trackside equipment

Passengers Wi-Fi

Signalling (communications between
ground equipment and controllers)

Traction power control and monitoring

On-train news/entertainment

Automatic train protection (ATP) and
communication with on board
equipment

Passenger information

Automatic train operation (ATO)

Closed circuit television (CCTV)
Rolling stock condition monitoring
Ticketing and revenue
Table 3.1 Train communications categories
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Critical Operational Communications indicated as “Critical operational” in the table above are the ones
that are vital to support the safe and efficient running of trains, for both passenger and freight services.
The management of rail traffic requires mission-critical voice and data services, both between ground
based systems and operators and between ground and on-board. Availability of coverage and of
communications services have a direct impact on the performance of railway services.
Business Supporting indicated as “Business supporting” in the table above refers to services dedicated
to smart maintenance and general monitoring. Remote verification of trackside equipment and traction
power monitoring as well as rolling stock monitoring fall in this category. Security services, like CCTV,
are also enclosed in this category. Ticketing and public information are examples of business services
dedicated to passengers.
Entertainment indicated as “Entertainment” in the table above refers to fun and recreation services
for passengers. Examples of such services are audio and video streaming, advanced journey
information and news.
ATP (Automatic Train protection) is responsible for the safe operation of a signalling system. Speed
limits of the trains are used both to maintain a safe working distance and to meet the safety and
speed requirements.
ATO (Automatic train operation) performs on-board and non-vital functions, normally performed by a
driver, which provide fast train acceleration at speed, speed regulation and train stop in the correct
position along platform platforms or in front of the train Stop signals. ATO subsystems are mainly on
board and represent one of the main components of a driverless system. In addition, ATO subsystems
report the state of health of the vehicle to central control offices.
For data communication, normally used to support the train protection system ETCS, radio coverage
is important, in that a relatively continuous data link to every train operating under ETCS control is
required; if coverage is poor, or interference disrupts the communication for longer than a set timeout
period, the train has to assume loss of control, which in some cases will bring it to a halt, according
to the safety approach commonly adopted in railways applications. Therefore, while coverage does
not necessarily have to be 100%, safe and efficient management of traffic requires that any areas of
lack of coverage or of interference have to be known, and of a size such that the train can receive an
authorisation to pass it, with negligible probability that an emergency stop within the uncovered area
is required.
The consideration above clearly show how, both for voice and data communication, the planning of
ground communication systems must be correlated and integrated in the railway system safety
analysis.
Summarising, compared with other sectors, the rail sector has a number of unique requirements,
particularly about reliance on data. It is similar to the public-safety sector, especially in terms of
resilience and coverage, but while public safety (especially policing) relies heavily on voice calls, and
can still operate if data services are not present, ETCS requires high-availability data services at all
times. Aviation too uses data to minimise voice usage, and to provide more information, but uses voice
as the primary control mechanism.
3.2

Operational requirements
The principal operational requirements for railway communications are summarised here. Three core
requirements were identified (see sections 3.2.1, 3.2.2 and 3.2.3) that are linked to the “critical
operational” category of table 3.1. Additional requirements related to other categories are listed in
section 3.2.4, while 3.2.5 gives a first summary of characteristics that any railway communication
system must fulfil.
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Communications to/from dispatcher
This covers provision of mobile communications between train driver and dispatcher/signal controller.
This is currently achieved with a one-to-one voice call, but the nature of the communications between
driver and control may change over time. GSM-R provides functional addressing and locationdependent addressing facilities to route calls depending on the function assigned to a user or the most
appropriate party to call based on a train’s current location.

3.2.2

ETCS support
ETCS is the European Train Control System 2 promoted by the European Commission for use
throughout Europe, and specified for compliance with the High Speed and Conventional
Interoperability Directives.
Communications for the ETCS train protection system between train and trackside equipment must
be supported.
It must be noted that so far ETCS has been implemented exploiting the normal data communication
service of GSM, without additional special functionalities. Initially only circuit switched mode of
operation was used; later the use of GPRS has been specified, to manage areas with high traffic
density.
The system aims to remedy the lack of standardization in the area of signalling and train control
systems which constitutes one of the major obstacles to the development of international rail traffic.
Unifying the multiple signalling systems in use will bring increased competitiveness, better interworking of freight and passenger rail services, stimulate the European rail equipment market, reduce
costs and improve the overall quality of rail transport.
ETCS is in fact an automatic train Protection system, based on cab signalling and spot and/or
continuous track to train data transmission. It ensures trains operate safely at all times in providing
safe movement authority directly to the driver through the cab display and in continuously monitoring
the driver’s actions.

3.2.3

Railway Emergency Call
The REC function is a warning that can be triggered to inform drivers (and other personnel) in a
particular area to stop train movements and is a key requirement. This is currently achieved in GSMR by initiating a priority voice group call with intelligent addressing used to determine which radios to
include in the call.

3.2.4

Additional requirements
Other requirements identified but typically not noted as key requirements when consulting
stakeholders included:




2

communications with personnel on the train other than the driver, e.g. other train staff or
passengers via the PA
support for infrastructure monitoring and tele-maintenance systems
non-railway related services for passengers, e.g. entertainment, on-train Internet access.

Conventional Rail TSI on CCS (2006/679/EC)
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Basic features of a communication system for rail applications
Underlying the requirement to support the functions identified above is an assumption that there is a
supporting communications platform that fits for purpose. The expected detailed standards vary for
different implementations, but this typically implies:





3.3

coverage throughout the railway (including tunnels, cuttings and covered areas e.g. stations)
adequate capacity to maintain continuous signalling communications for all trains in any
particularly area
effective operation at high running speeds
very high levels of service availability to avoid disruption to train services arising from
communications failure.

Network capacity
Network capacity is not seen as a concern for voice services, but is a concern for ETCS, while circuitmode data is used. . In fact, in high traffic density areas like some big stations or crossings, circuit
switched mode is already not sufficient; this implies that the capability of offering more capacity (e.g.
scalable solutions to permit a balance between performance and costs) will be a key factor for the
selection of new railway communication systems.
While the new specifications referenced in the CCS TSI include ETCS over GPRS, some IMs already
started in the past using GPRS for business-supporting functions such as passenger information.
Anyway, services like passengers entertainment and general communications require more capacity,
explicitly in terms of available bandwidth, than the one available with a 2G system.
There are concerns that, in the future, the 4MHz of spectrum will not be sufficient. This issue will in
any case be addressed together with other important aspects of frequency management for a new
railway communication system: see section 4.3.2 of this document.

3.4

Terminal equipment
The current situation is that the train-borne kit – the cab radio – is a discrete device which provides
the GSM-R functionality, in some cases integrated with the driver display, in other cases as a rackmount unit with external display. The unit will have a single radio module, which will support GSM and
GPRS within the GSM-900 band (some modules have commercial network filtering; the new CCS TSI
specifies either filters or “improved receivers” as a solution to cope with interferences from public
communication networks. This aspect is discussed with more details in the following section 4.3.2 of
this document).
Radio modules come from smaller specialist companies, not normally from the providers of network
equipment (at least within Europe), and there is no suggestion that these suppliers have plans to
declare ‘end of life’ on the modules3.
There may be additional radio data modems for other services also provided on the train. There may
also be applications built into the cab radio which use GSM-R data and assist the driver with their
work. An example of this would be a driver advisory system.
In the future there is a clear need to separate the bearer from the application, on the train-borne
systems: Currently, the GSM-R voice functionality is already well separated from the data
communication supporting ETCS functionality (for example the specifications referenced in the CCS
TSI are separated from the voice terminal and the ETCS Data Only Radio - EDOR). It is now necessary
to ensure that in the future ETCS train protection functions have the ability to communicate with
trackside systems and control systems through a flexible bearer arrangement, without the need of

Dual (GSM-LTE) http://e.huawei.com/en/partner/alliance/details/industry-allianceportal/industry_alliance_elte/elte-collaborate-solutions/en/e%20funkwerk%20new%20dual-mode
3
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modifications in ETCS functionality when the radio bearer changes. This is very important, considering
the different life-cycle of communication and train protection systems
One specific feature of GSM-R systems in Europe is that although there are portables as well as mobile
devices on trains (cab radio), it is very much seen as a track-to-train communications system, with
limited use of portable radios, although station staff and other train staff may carry portables. This is
in contrast with other sectors such as public safety, where there will be approximately ten times as
many portable devices as vehicle-mounted devices and coverage and functionality is optimised for
portable devices.
Each device, including cab radios, EDOR, and other GSM-R equipment, has at least one SIM card as
required by standards. From a technical point of view, each type of equipment has a different SIM
card configuration (i.e. profile). SIM cards are owned by the IM even if they are installed in RU
equipment, inasmuch as they are considered to be an integral part of the network and not of the
terminal. This situation is still true when a train and cab radio roams on the infrastructure of another
IM in a neighbouring country then the SIM still viewed as being part of the infrastructure of the
originated country. Roaming agreement and roaming interworking allow interoperability and hence
communication service to foreign trains.
In the following, we present a rough evaluation of planned cab radio and EDORS equipment’s in each
European country. Note that the data source is UIC ERIG and not directly from RUs source. It can be
considered as approximate figures.

Figure 3.1 Radio equipment diffusion (UIC ERIG)

3.5

Type of railways analysis
Below an analysis of different railways types of railway is presented. Main lines and metro lines are
taken into account, as long as an overview of the sector in Europe, with some insights of overseas
solutions. The deployment of the GSM-R network across European countries is well detailed. in section
3.5.1.4.
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EU Rail sector overview
Historically, European railways have been originated as companies integrating ownership of
infrastructure, ownership of vehicles, traffic management and train operation.
Such companies were typically state owned and subject to stringent regulations; they were considered
critical for national safety and in some states, they have been managed for some time by the army.
In this context, free movement of trains across the borders was not considered a value. Even if now
the situation is changed, the railways in EU countries are still characterised by important significant
differences, regarding technical equipment and operational procedures.
International traffic has been managed for years through bilateral agreements between the interested
national railway organisations. This normally required trains to stop at border, changing locomotives
and staff (for freight wagons and passenger carriages a good satisfactory level of international
compatibility has been achieved by the intergovernmental organisations OTIF, for 1435 mm track
gauge, and OSJD, for 1520 mm track gauge).
The EU policy for the revitalisation of railways is based on two pillars:
1.

A commercial pillar, aiming at the opening of the market of freight and passenger traffic;

2.

A technical pillar, aiming at the harmonisation of systems and operational rules, to achieve
uninterrupted train movement (the so-called “interoperability”). The technical pillar is supported
by Technical Specification for Interoperability (TSI), defining mandatory requirements, to be
progressively applied (to new and renewed systems) to reach the optimal harmonisation of the
European rail system. GSM-R is specified and mandated by the Control-command and Signalling
TSI.

The EU policy relies on the separation between “Infrastructure Managers” (responsible of the
management of trackside systems, including signalling) and “Railway Undertakings”, responsible of
train driving and offering transport services.
While Infrastructure Managers are usually state owned, Railway Undertakings should in general be
private companies. Access to the infrastructure should occur in the context of free and fair competition
between RUs, that pay to the IM fees for access, on the basis of the costs for the used “time slots”4.
The same concepts apply to communication systems used for rail traffic management: network
infrastructure ownership is usually with the IM, and the companies operating the communication
networks are generally the IM itself or, in any case, state owned companies (this is however a matter
of fact today - there is no obstacle to adopt different solutions). Costs for the telecom services are
incorporated into the track access charges, that the RU must pay to use the infrastructure, and there
is little or no use of call-by-call charging, making it difficult to estimate service costs.
The concepts explained above are applicable to the European rail network, with the exception of urban
traffic and isolated lines. Unlike main-line operations, there are no interoperability requirements for
metro systems in the EU.
3.5.1.1 Current state of EU T2W communication
The current situation with communications for railway high speed and main lines in the EU is that
GSM-R is well established. It provides a European-wide interoperable system for voice and data
communications using a harmonised spectrum band at 800 MHz.

4

the sections of the infrastructure where the train performs its service and the time necessary
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In Europe, some 70,000 km of track are in operation with GSM-R for voice and a further 150,000 km
are planned. Approximately 8,000 km are in operation with GSM-R data communication for ETCS and
a further 19,000 km are planned, because ETCS is required for new, renewal and upgrade high-speed
rail projects, according to the rules specified in the TSI for control-command and signalling
subsystems.[1]
GSM-R is also widely deployed outside of Europe, with some 138,000 km of deployments planned
spanning Asia, Australia, the Middle East and Africa, but there are examples of other technologies in
use. For example, TETRA has been used for high-speed rail in Taiwan and Kazakhstan (and is also
widely used for metro/light rail, both inside and outside of Europe), and in New South Wales (Australia)
a solution using multiple radio bearers has been successfully established.
Circuit-mode operation on GSM-R does not give enough capacity; for this reason, the most recent
updates of specifications referenced in the Technical Specification for Interoperability for the Controlcommand and Signalling Subsystems now fully include GPRS.
There are two main suppliers for GSM-R infrastructure within Europe, that are Kapsch and Nokia
Networks. Other suppliers who are part of the GSM-R Industry group are Alstom, Frequentis,
Funkwerk, Selex ES, Siemens, Sierra Wireless and Wenzel. Alcatel-Lucent is also an integrator, while
Huawei and ZTE have infrastructure and sell worldwide, but have less products within Europe. Cab
radio is supplied by a range of suppliers.[1]
Due to the fact that there are no interoperability requirements for metro systems in the EU, GSM-R is
not commonly used in this environment, although there are some examples, such as Kolkata metro
line in India5.
TETRA and other Personal Mobile Radio (PMR) technologies are common for voice communications,
and status data, but less common for signalling use. Signalling will usually be a dedicated system, and
may well be a Communications-Based Train Control (CBTC) signalling system using 802.11 Wi-Fi
networks which allow signalling, CCTV, platform TV and passenger information to be carried on the
same network.
Table 3.2 in section 3.5.1.4 GSM-R deployments details the spread of the GSM-R network in
Europe.
3.5.1.2 Ownership
Ownership of railway infrastructure assets, including telecoms, usually lies with the state or
government, although it may be via a company set up by the state. One example of this is Germany
and DB Netze, a subsidiary of Deutsche Bahn, which is a private company, but with the state as a
majority (100%) stakeholder. Another is INFRABEL in Belgium which is a public enterprise receiving
capital and operating grants from the federal government, as well as infrastructure fees from transport
operators. In the UK Network Rail Telecoms (NRT) is a statutory corporation, but funded by
government debt which is, in effect, state ownership.
IMs own the infrastructure, including the GSM-R base stations and backbone. RUs or rolling stock
owners own the cab radio. RUs and IMs will own portables. The IMs will own and supply SIM cards to
the Railway Undertakings having access to their infrastructure, and will be responsible to establish the
roaming agreements that are necessary to permit the uninterrupted movement of trains at the
borders.[1]
The IMs are responsible for the management of the network, and RUs pay for telecoms access through
track access charges, with little if any use of billing by call. Since coverage must be provided, and the
5

http://www.railway-technology.com/news/newsnokia-siemens-networks-equip-kolktata-metro-with-gsm-rinfrastructure
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network has to be highly available, even though under normal operation there is limited voice usage,
there is no business model to justify the network costs. This is similar to public safety, where networks
are usually government owned, and are either operated by the state, or by a company set up by the
state, although there are exceptions where public-private partnerships (PPPs) have been adopted.
At the present time, there is no sign that ownership models in rail and other sectors will change, but
there is recognition that the large government procurements of the early 2000s would not be
undertaken in the current financial climate.
3.5.1.3 Issues
An issue that has been put in evidence by some stakeholders is that, once an IM has selected a GSMR supplier, it is difficult to change supplier unless the IM is undertaking a major change, due to the
spares holdings and detailed system knowledge. This may have a negative impact in terms of life cycle
costs of the proprietary network, because the IM cannot exploit competition between suppliers to
obtain lower prices for spare parts or for extensions of the communication network.

3.5.1.4 GSM-R deployments
WRC-15 (World Radiocommunication Conference ) decided to invite ITU-R to undertake and complete
the relevant studies allowing wireless technologies to be more widely implemented in railway transport
infrastructure. WRC-15 adopted Resolution 236 (WRC-15), which invites ITU-R to study the spectrum
needs, technical and operational characteristic for railway radiocommunication systems between train
and trackside (RSTT)
ITU-R has issued a questionnaire on the usage of railway radiocommunication systems with
Administrative Circular 5/LCCE/60. ITU Administrations of Member States were invited to provide their
responses by October 31st 2016.
Work related to studies on WRC-19 AI 1.11, may involve:


studying information upon railway radiocommunication systems on current status of frequency
usages, technologies, national regulatory experiences of ITU Members and etc.;



collecting relevant technical standards, technical evolving trends and the results of studies from
international and regional organisations;



investigating RSTT systems characteristics (description, architecture, functionality, working
scenarios, etc.), and spectrum requirements for railway radiocommunication systems between
train and trackside;



developing relevant deliverables with consideration of results obtained in the working process for
facilitating global or regional harmonised frequency bands for railway radiocommunication
systems between train and trackside.

By 31 October 2016, Radiocommunication Bureau (BR) had received responses from 25
Administrations (Armenia, Australia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Canada, China, Czech Republic, Finland,
France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Japan, Republic of Korea, Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Qatar, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, Thailand, United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom, Uzbekistan, and Viet Nam)
and one regional organization (CEPT).
Within CEPT, WG FM recently gathered information on the implementation of GSM-R networks
throughout Europe. This information has been collected by means of two questionnaires to CEPT
administrations in 2014 and 2016 and are reported in the table below.
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a) What is the total
length of rail tracks
(length in km) in
your country?

b) What
amount of rail
tracks (length
in km) has
been covered
by GSM-R?

c) How much
remains to be
covered?

Czech Republic

d) How many
GSM-R base
stations are
currently
deployed in
your country?
320 BTS

Finland

France

≈

None. Railway
traffic will move
from GSM-R to
existing TETRA
based network in
the 400 MHz
band from year
2018 (planned).

km of
deployed GSMR network
8000 km of
operational
GSM-R
coverage

The roll out of
the GSM-R
network
infrastructure is
done. The
process to
migrate the
analog system to
GSM-R system is
in progress (end
planned in 2017)

-

BTS

Germany

ca.

ca. 29000

ca.

ca. 3800 BTS

Greece

about

about 690

17

96 BTS

935

approx.

147 BTS

Hungary

Ireland

Approximately

Approximately
100 km

42 BTS

Italy
Liechtenstein

BTS
~10

~10

Lithuania
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Netherlands

Norway

~

Approximately

Slovak Republic

All

n/a

~250 BTS

Approximately

Most of the
Norwegian track
is already
covered. Only
some low used
side tracks are
not covered, and
they are not
planned to be
covered either.

Approximately
540 BTS

400

64 BTS

Slovenia

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Sweden

11000

11000

0 km

1400 BTS and
250 repeaters

SBB ~2050 km
SBB including
other
companies
~2280

SBB ~2800
SBB including
other companies
~3100

SBB ~650
(planed 840
more)
SBB including
other
companies
~700 (planed
900 more)

15108

All Network Rail
controlled
infrastructure has
been fitted with
GSM-R, with the
exception of a
few remote lines,
where no fitment
plans exist

3053 cells /
2427 BTS

Switzerland

United Kingdom

~5380 (normal
gauge)

15500

Table 3.2 Information about GSM-R deployment in 2016.[Source: CEPT contribution to ITU-R (GSM-R)]

3.5.1.5 ETCS
The European Train Controlling System currently covers 4% of the European railway network, mainly
on the part of the network that are used by cross border services and high speed services. ETCS can
be deployed with different level


At level 1, GSM-R is not generally required to transmit the ETCS data (unless if radio infill devices
are used), and other technologies such as balises or inductive loops are used to transmit the
signaling data to the train.
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At Level 2, GSM-R is used for the communication between the train and the signaling control
center.



At Level 3, which is standardized but which has actually few implementations, radio-based train
spacing are used to prevent two trains from moving on the same block at the same time

On the 19th of November 2013, new Trans European Network-Transport (TEN-T) guidelines were
approved by the European Parliament, stating that European Rail Traffic Management System
(ERTMS) should be set into operation on each member states “core network” by 2030. By 2050, this
is the “extended” rail network that should have ERTMS implemented. Currently, the technologies used
for automatic train protection are very different from one country to another. They are usually old
technologies. Even within a same country, multiple technologies are used.
The deployment of ETCS has started 15 years ago but the number of km of lines equipped is still
limited. Among European countries, Spain is by far the most advanced countries with more than 1,300
km of lines equipped with ETCS Level 1 and 700 km of lines equipped with ETCS Level 2.
Because by 2050, other technology than GSM-R may have started to be used in Europe, it is important
for ETCS to be able to be separated from any specific bearer so that it can easily be supported by the
technologies used.
Core Network
corridors

Railway
Total
Lenght(Km)

ETCS in operation (Km)

2014

2015

GSM-R in Operation (Km)

2014

2015

ScandinavianMediterranean

9,460

419

4.4%

499

5.3%

8,451

89.3%

8,576

90.7%

Rhine-Danube

5,802

334

5.8%

334

5.8%

2,661

45.9%

2,661

45.9%

Rhine-Alpine

3,489

389

11.1%

389

11.1%

2,898

83.1%

2,898

83.1%

Orient-East
Mediterranean

5,753

464

8.1%

464

8.1%

2,682

46.6%

2,682

46.6%

North SeaMediterranean

6,791

634

9.3%

720

10.6%

4,549

67.0%

4,549

67.0%

North Sea-baltic

6,209

425

6.8%

425

6.8%

3,175

51.1%

3,175

51.1%

Mediterranean

9,355

1,099

11.7%

1,532

16.4%

3,182

34.0%

3,182

34.0%

Atlantic

8,135

569

7.0%

569

7.0%

2,473

30.4%

2,473

30.4%

Baltic Adriatic

4,588

342

7.5%

666

14.5%

1,705

37.2%

1,705

37.2%

Total

59,582

4,675

7.8%

5,598

9.4%

31,776

53.3%

31,901

53.5%

Table 3.3 Percentage of core network corridors equipped with the ETCS and the GSM-R in operation (Source of data:
DGMOVE- TENtec- Timeframe of data: 2014-2015)

3.5.1.6 Infrastructure TEN-T - Connecting Europe
The construction of the trans-European transport network (TEN-T), based on the interconnection and
interoperability of national transport networks, including rail, is of great importance to the EU’s
economic competitiveness and its balanced and sustainable development. As part of the EU’s TEN-T
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programme, a number of European Coordinators are tasked with facilitating the implementation of
certain multi-country rail projects (nine including ERTMS) that are seen as a high priority for the
network.
One of the EU’s aims for the rail sector is to upgrade / implement ERTMS on the nine ERTMS corridors
by 2015–2020, which are covering number of important freight routes. The nine routes carry around
a fifth of Europe’s rail freight traffic.
The EU has also established a rail network giving priority to freight, through the realisation of a number
of international freight-oriented “corridors” 6.
"Core network corridors" were introduced to facilitate the coordinated implementation of the core
network. They bring together public and private resources and concentrate EU support from the CEF,
particularly to:
Make sure that the corridors are developed effectively and efficiently, each will be led by a European
Coordinator, supported by a consultative forum (the "Corridor Forum"). The European Coordinators
deliver periodically a common progress report.
The following nine core network7 corridors have been identified and will function along the lines
described:
1. The Scandinavian-Mediterranean Corridor is a crucial north-south axis for the European
economy. Crossing the Baltic Sea from Finland to Sweden and passing through Germany, the
Alps and Italy, it links the major urban centres and ports of Scandinavia and Northern Germany
to continue to the industrialised high production centres of Southern Germany, Austria and
Northern Italy further to the Italian ports and Valletta. The most important projects in this
corridor are the fixed Fehmarnbelt crossing and Brenner base tunnel, including their access
routes. It extends, across the sea, from Southern Italy and Sicily to Malta.
2. The North Sea-Baltic Corridor connects the ports of the Eastern shore of the Baltic Sea with
the ports of the North Sea. The corridor will connect Finland with Estonia by ferry, provide
modern road and rail transport links between the three Baltic States on the one hand and
Poland, Germany, the Netherlands and Belgium on the other. Between the Odra River and
German, Dutch and Flemish ports, it also includes inland waterways, such as the "MittellandKanal". The most important project is "Rail Baltic", a European standard gauge railway
between Tallinn, Riga, Kaunas and North-Eastern Poland.
3. The North Sea-Mediterranean Corridor stretches from Ireland and the north of UK through
the Netherlands, Belgium and Luxembourg to the Mediterranean Sea in the south of France.
This multimodal corridor, comprising inland waterways in Benelux and France, aims not only
at offering better multimodal services between the North Sea ports, the Maas, Rhine, Scheldt,
Seine, Saone and Rhone river basins and the ports of Fos-sur-Mer and Marseille, but also
better interconnecting the British Isles with continental Europe.
4. The Baltic-Adriatic Corridor is one of the most important trans-European road and railway
axes. It connects the Baltic with the Adriatic Sea, through industrialized areas between
Southern Poland (Upper Slesia), Vienna and Bratislava, the Eastern Alpine region and Northern
Italy. It comprises important railway projects such as Semmering base tunnel and Koralm
railway in Austria and cross-border sections between PL, CZ and SK.
5. The Orient/East-Med Corridor connects the maritime interfaces of the North, Baltic, Black and
Mediterranean Seas, allowing optimising the use of the ports concerned and the related
Motorways of the Sea. Including Elbe as inland waterway, it will improve the multimodal
connections between Northern Germany, the Czech Republic, the Pannonian region and
Southeast Europe. It extends, across the sea, from Greece to Cyprus.
6. The Rhine-Alpine Corridor constitutes one of the busiest freight routes of Europe, connecting
the North Sea ports of Rotterdam and Antwerp to the Mediterranean basin in Genoa, via
6

https://ec.europa.eu/transport/modes/rail/infrastructures_en

7

https://ec.europa.eu/transport/themes/infrastructure/ten-t-guidelines/corridors_en
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Switzerland and some of the major economic centres in the Rhein-Ruhr, the Rhein-MainNeckar, regions and the agglomeration of Milan in Northern Italy. This multimodal corridor
includes the Rhine as inland waterway. Key projects are the base tunnels, partly already
completed, in Switzerland and their access routes in Germany and Italy.
7. The Atlantic Corridor links the Western part of the Iberian Peninsula and the ports of Le Havre
and Rouen to Paris and further to Mannheim/Strasbourg, with high speed rail lines and parallel
conventional ones, including also the Seine as inland waterway. The maritime dimension plays
a crucial role in this corridor.
8. The Rhine-Danube Corridor, with the Main and Danube waterway as its backbone, connects
the central regions around Strasbourg and Frankfurt via Southern Germany to Vienna,
Bratislava, Budapest and finally the Black Sea, with an important branch from Munich to
Prague, Zilina, Kosice and the Ukrainian border.
9. The Mediterranean Corridor links the Iberian Peninsula with the Hungarian-Ukrainian border.
It follows the Mediterranean coastlines of Spain and France, crosses the Alps towards the east
through Northern Italy, leaving the Adriatic coast in Slovenia and Croatia towards Hungary.
Apart from the Po River and some other canals in Northern Italy, it consists of road and rail.
Key railway projects along this corridor are the links Lyon – Turin and the section Venice –
Ljubljana.
The TEN-T policy introduced new provisions in fields such as new technologies and innovation, multimodal infrastructure development, sustainable freight transport services or TEN-T related
infrastructure development in urban nodes.

Figure 3.2 TEN-T corridors’ maps
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CORRIDORS

STATE

Rhine Alpine

The Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, Switzerland, Italy

North Sea - Mediterranean

The Netherlands, Belgium, France, Luxembourg, United Kingdom,
Ireland

Baltic - Adriatic

Poland, Slovakia, Czech Republic, Austria, Slovenia, Italy

North Sea – Baltic

The Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, Poland, Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia,
Finland

Mediterranean

Spain, France, Italy, Slovenia, Croatia, Hungary

Orient - East Med

Germany, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Austria, Hungary, Romania,
Bulgaria, Greece, Cyprus

Scandinavian Mediterranean

Finland, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Germany, Austria, Italy, Malta

Atlantic Corridor

Spain, Portugal, France, Germany
Table 3.4 State crossed by corridors in corridors

3.5.2

Overseas Rail sector analysis
In this section are reported some examples of rail market outside Europe already analysed in “Survey
on operational communications “ [1]

Rail sector in Australia

In Australia, there are interstate railways operated under a 60-year lease by Australian Rail Track
Corporation (ARTC); these are state owned. These use the Telstra NextG 3G commercial networks.
The railways have worked with Telstra to ensure coverage, which includes funding additional sites,
which are then available for the public to use as well as the railways.
Capital cities use GSM-R, but in 1,800 MHz spectrum. The channels are distributed through the band,
but since 2015 railways have access to 2×15 MHz of spectrum aggregated at the top end of the band.
This will also allow mobile network operators (MNOs) to reframe their 1,800 MHz spectrum to support
LTE.
Country rail networks are generally state owned, but in New South Wales (NSW) they have been
totally outsourced under a ten-year contract, which is with John Holland. The assets remain in the
ownership of the NSW State Government, and include any IPR, which John Holland retains but makes
available to NSW through a perpetual licence. The infrastructure for this network uses the commercial
Telstra NextG 3G network, with satellite as a back-up. There is also some legacy UHF-FM analogue
radio in use. Trains need to be equipped with 3G, satellite and UHF-FM radios as well as GSM-R as
they transition through the network. There was a complete change of staff, and the network now uses
approximately one third of the workforce, and there are significant savings being demonstrated. Other
states in Australia are considering following NSW. The network is funded by access. Country rail has
some passenger trains, but the main revenue for the operator comes from freight, where there is
competition.
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Rail sector in Taiwan

Taiwan is of note as being the only example, in this moment, where TETRA is used for high-speed
main-line operations. The high-speed line from Taipei to Kaohsiung is 345 km, and operates at speeds
up to 350 km/hr, with many tunnels in the northern section. TETRA from Motorola was selected, and
is used for voice and data communications with the train. It is used for operational control, but there
is no suggestion it is used for primary signalling, although it is potentially used as back-up in the event
of track circuit failure.
Rail sector in Kazakhstan

Kazakhstan is of note as another example of the use of TETRA for main-line operations. Kazakhstan
National Railway chose to implement a TETRA network which also supports ETCS-based signalling,
with which is functionality comparable to ERTMS Level 3. This used Teltronic TETRA equipment, and
is believed to use IP packet data. Kazakhstan National Railway has also sourced TETRA from Hytera
for another line, but it is unclear if this includes ETCS signalling.
3.5.3

Public safety
Public safety is very similar to rail, when there is a 400 MHz harmonised band, and two major
technologies, which are TETRA and TETRAPOL. These networks are used for voice and low-speed
critical data services, but public safety does not have widespread access to an equivalent private data
service such as GPRS – instead is increasingly relying on commercial networks.
There is some interoperability across borders, but this is mainly done by extending coverage into the
neighbouring country, although TETRA does have an Inter System Interface (ISI).
Ownership of the majority of most networks is with the government, although there are three
instances, Austria, Denmark and the UK, where they have been outsourced under a private finance
initiative (PFI) or PPP.
Utilities are different, in that they tend to use radio networks to communicate with an estate of fixed
assets, and use the systems for monitoring and control, with data, rather than voice services.
They use a wide range of services, including PMR, cellular, satellite and xDSL, and for critical points
in the network will use at least two different communications nodes.
There is no European-wide harmonisation, and different countries have differing amounts of spectrum,
in different frequency bands. With the proliferation of many distributed generation sources the prime
consideration is very good latency, with signalling latency of less than 5ms.
Reliance wholly on commercial networks by utilities is a problem, since the electricity control system
has to operate during power cuts, which in a black start situation may be 72 hours, and the commercial
networks do not have this level of autonomy.

3.5.4

Metro systems
Unlike main-line operations, there are no interoperability requirements for metro systems, and GSMR is not commonly used in this environment, although there are some examples, such as Kolkata
metro line in India. TETRA and other PMR technologies are common for voice communications, and
status data, but less common for signalling use. Signalling will usually be a dedicated system, and
may well be a Communications-Based Train Control (CBTC) signalling system using 802.11 Wi-Fi e
WiMax networks which allow signalling, CCTV, platform TV and passenger information to be carried
on the same network.
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Figure 3.3 CBTC Technology roadmap [3]

In western Europe within 2011-2021, a total of 1,077.8 km of projects have been confirmed and
construction is underway. This is a significant increase over the previous with 188.9 km installed from
2001–2010.

Figure 3.4 CBTC Western Europe [3]
CBTC technology has been (and is being) successfully implemented for a variety of applications, they
range from some implementations with short track, limited numbers of vehicles and few operating
modes (such as the airport APMs in San Francisco or Washington), to complex overlays on existing
railway networks carrying more than a million passengers each day and with more than 100 trains.
The table below tries to summarize and reference the main radio-based CBTC systems deployed
around the world as well as those ongoing projects being developed. Besides, the table distinguishes
between the implementations performed over existing and operative systems (Brownfiel) and those
undertaken on completely new lines (Greenfield).
BR is Brownfield, GR is Greenfield, UTO is unattended train operation, STO is semi-automatic train
operation.
Location/Syste
m

Lines

Supplier

Solution

Commissio
ning

km

Type
of
Field

Level of
Automa
tion

Detroit

Detroit People
Mover

Thales

SelTrac

1987

4.7

BR

UTO
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San Francisco
Airport

AirTrain

Bombardier

CITYFLO 6
50

2003

5

GR

UTO

Seattle-Tacoma
Airport

Satellite Transit
System

Bombardier

CITYFLO 6
50

2003

3

BR

UTO

Singapore MRT

North East Line

Alstom

Urbalis

2003

20

GR

UTO

Hong Kong MTR

West Rail Line

Thales

SelTrac

2003

35.4

GR

STO

Las Vegas

Monorail

Thales

SelTrac

2004

6

GR

UTO

Wuhan Metro

1

Thales

SelTrac

2004

27

GR

STO

Hong Kong MTR

Ma On Shan Line

Thales

SelTrac

2004

11.4

GR

STO

Dallas-Fort
Worth Airport

DFW Skylink

Bombardier

CITYFLO 6
50

2005

10

GR

UTO

Hong Kong MTR

Disneyland Resort
Line

Thales

SelTrac

2005

3

GR

UTO

Lausanne Metro

M2

Alstom

Urbalis

2008

6

GR

UTO

London
Heathrow
Airport

Heathrow APM

Bombardier

CITYFLO 6
50

2008

1

GR

UTO

Madrid Metro

1, 6

Bombardier

CITYFLO 6
50

2008

48

BR

STO

McCarran
Airport

McCarran Airport
APM

Bombardier

CITYFLO 6
50

2008

2

BR

UTO

Barcelona Metro

9 , 11

Siemens

Trainguard
MT CBTC

2009

46

GR

UTO

Beijing Subway

4

Thales

SelTrac

2009

29

GR

STO

New York City
Subway

BMT Canarsie Line

Siemens

Trainguard
MT CBTC

2009

17

BR

STO

Shanghai Metro

6, 7, 8, 9, 11

Thales

SelTrac

2009

238

GR
and
BR

STO

Singapore MRT

Circle

Alstom

Urbalis

2009

35

GR

UTO

Taipei Metro

Neihu-Mucha

Bombardier

CITYFLO 6
50

2009

26

GR
and
BR

UTO

WashingtonDulles Airport

Dulles APM

Thales

SelTrac

2009

8

GR

UTO
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Vancouver
Skytrain

Canada Line

Thales

SelTrac

2009

19.2

GR

UTO

Beijing Subway

Daxing Line

Thales

SelTrac

2010

22

GR

STO

Beijing Subway

15

Nippon Signal

SPARCS

2010

41.4

GR

UTO

Guangzhou
Metro

Zhujiang New Town
APM

Bombardier

CITYFLO 6
50

2010

4

GR

DTO

Guangzhou
Metro

3

Thales

SelTrac

2010

67

GR

DTO

London
Underground

Jubilee line

Thales

SelTrac

2010

37

BR

STO

London Gatwick
Airport

Terminal Transfer
APM

Bombardier

CITYFLO 6
50

2010

1

BR

UTO

Milan Metro

1

Alstom

Urbalis

2010

27

BR

STO

Philadelphia
SEPTA

SEPTA Light Rail
Green Line

Bombardier

CITYFLO 6
50

2010

8

Shenyang Metro

1

Ansaldo STS

CBTC

2010

27

GR

STO

B&G Metro

Busan-Gimhae Light
Rail Transit

Thales

SelTrac

2011

23.5

GR

UTO

Dubai Metro

Red, Green

Thales

SelTrac

2011

70

GR

UTO

Madrid Metro

7 Extension
MetroEste

Invensys

Sirius

2011

9

BR

STO

Paris Métro

1

Siemens

Trainguard
MT CBTC

2011

16

BR

DTO

Sacramento
International
Airport

Sacramento APM

Bombardier

CITYFLO 6
50

2011

1

GR

UTO

Shenzhen Metro

3

Bombardier

CITYFLO 6
50

2011

42

Shenzhen Metro

2, 5

Alstom

Urbalis

2010 - 2011

76

GR

STO

Shenyang Metro

2

Ansaldo STS

CBTC

2011

21.5

GR

STO

Xian Metro

2

Ansaldo STS

CBTC

2011

26.6

GR

STO

Yongin

EverLine

Bombardier

CITYFLO 6
50

2011

19

Algiers Metro

1

Siemens

Trainguard
MT CBTC

2012

9
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Chongqing
Metro

1, 6

Siemens

Trainguard
MT CBTC

2011 - 2012

94

GR

STO

Guangzhou
Metro

6

Alstom

Urbalis

2012

24

GR

ATO

Istanbul Metro

Kadıköy-Kartal Line

Thales

SelTrac

2012

21.7

GR

Mexico City
Metro

12

Alstom

Urbalis

2012

25

GR

New York City
Subway

IND Culver Line

Thales &
Siemens

Various

2012

Phoenix Sky
Harbor Airport

PHX Sky Train

Bombardier

CITYFLO 6
50

2012

3

GR

UTO

Riyadh

KAFD Monorail

Bombardier

CITYFLO 6
50

2012

4

GR

UTO

Metro Santiago

1

Alstom

Urbalis

2012

20

GR
and
BR

DTO

São Paulo
Commuter
Lines

8, 10, 11

Invensys

Sirius

2012

107

BR

UTO

São Paulo Metro

1, 2, 3

Alstom

Urbalis

2012

62

GR
and
BR

UTO

Tianjin Metro

2, 3

Bombardier

CITYFLO 6
50

2012

52

STO

Beijing Subway

8, 10

Siemens

Trainguard
MT CBTC

2013

84

STO

Caracas Metro

1

Invensys

Sirius

2013

21

BR

Kunming Metro

1, 2

Alstom

Urbalis

2013

42

GR

ATO

Málaga Metro

1, 2

Alstom

Urbalis

2013

17

GR

ATO

Paris Métro

3, 5

Ansaldo STS /
Siemens

Inside
RATP's
Ouragan
project

2010, 2013

26

BR

STO

Paris Métro

13

Thales

SelTrac

2013

23

BR

STO

Toronto Subway

1

Alstom

Urbalis

2013

31

BR

STO

Wuhan Metro

2, 4

Alstom

Urbalis

2013

60

GR

STO
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Budapest Metro

M2, M4

Siemens

Trainguard
MT CBTC

2013 (M2)2014 (M4)

17

Dubai Metro

Al Sufouh LRT

Alstom

Urbalis

2014

10

GR

STO

Edmonton Light
Rail Transit

Capital Line Metro
Line

Thales

SelTrac

2014

24
doubl
e
track

BR

DTO

Helsinki Metro

1

Siemens

Trainguard
MT CBTC

2014

35

GR
and
BR

STO[18]

Hong Kong
MTRC

Hong Kong APM

Thales

SelTrac

2014

4

BR

UTO

Incheon
Subway

2

Thales

SelTrac

2014

29

GR

UTO

Jeddah Airport

King Abdulaziz APM

Bombardier

CITYFLO 6
50

2014

2

GR

UTO

London
Underground

Northern line

Thales

SelTrac

2014

58

BR

STO

Massachusetts
Bay
Transportation
Authority

Ashmont–Mattapan
High Speed Line

Argenia

SafeNet
CBTC

2014

6

GR

STO

Munich Airport

Munich Airport T2
APM

Bombardier

CITYFLO 6
50

2014

1

GR

UTO

Nanjing Metro

Nanjing Airport Rail
Link

Thales

SelTrac

2014

36

GR

STO

NeoTrans Co.
Ltd.

Shinbundang Line

Thales

SelTrac

2014

30.5

GR

UTO

Ningbo Metro

1

Alstom

Urbalis

2014

21

GR

ATO

Panama Metro

1

Alstom

Urbalis

2014

13.7

GR

ATO

São Paulo Metro

15

Bombardier

CITYFLO 6
50

2014

25

GR

UTO

Shenzhen Metro

9

Thales Saic
Transport

SelTrac

2014

25.38

GR

Xian Metro

1

Siemens

Trainguard
MT CBTC

2013 - 2014

25.4

GR

STO

Amsterdam
Metro

L50, L51, L52, L53,
L54

Alstom

Urbalis

2015

62

GR
and
BR

STO

Beijing Subway

1, 2, 6, 9, Fangshan
Line, Airport
Express

Alstom

Urbalis

From 2008
to 2015

159

BR
and
GR

STO
and
DTO
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Chengdu Metro

L4, L7

Alstom

Urbalis

2015

22.4

Delhi Metro

Line 7

Bombardier

CITYFLO 6
50

2015

55

Nanjing Metro

2, 3, 10, 12

Siemens

Trainguard
MT CBTC

From 2010
to 2015

137

GR

São Paulo Metro

5

Bombardier

CITYFLO 6
50

2015

20

BR &
GR

UTO

São Paulo Metro

17

Thales

SelTrac

2015

17.7

GR

UTO

Shanghai Metro

10, 12, 13, 16

Alstom

Urbalis

From 2010
to 2015

120

GR

UTO
and
STO

Taipei Metro

Circular

Ansaldo STS

CBTC

2015

15

GR

UTO

Wuxi Metro

1, 2

Alstom

Urbalis

2015

58

GR

STO

Buenos Aires
Underground

H

Siemens

Trainguard
MT CBTC

2016

8

?

?

Buenos Aires
Underground

C

Siemens

Trainguard
MT CBTC

2016

4.5

TBD

TBD

Hong Kong MTR

South Island Line

Alstom

Urbalis

2016

7

GR

UTO

Hyderabad
Metro Rail

L1, L2, L3

Thales

SelTrac

2016

72

GR

STO

Kochi Metro

L1

Alstom

Urbalis

2016

26

GR

ATO

New York City
Subway

IRT Flushing Line

Thales

SelTrac

2016

17

BR
and
GR

STO

Kuala Lumpur
Metro (LRT)

Ampang Line

Thales

SelTrac

2016

45.1

BR

UTO

Kuala Lumpur
Metro (LRT)

Kelana Jaya Line

Thales

SelTrac

2016

46.4

BR

UTO

Kuala Lumpur
Metro (LRT)

Bandar UtamaKlang Line

Thales

SelTrac

2020

36

BR

UTO

Singapore MRT

Downtown MRT
Line

Invensys

Sirius

2013

42

GR

UTO

Walt Disney
World

Walt Disney World
Monorail System

Thales

SelTrac

2016

22

BR

UTO

Klang Valley
Metro (MRT)

SBK Line

Bombardier

CITYFLO 6
50

2017

51

GR

UTO
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Gree
nfeil
d

UTO

15

BR

UTO

2017

23

GR

ATO

Trainguard
MT CBTC

2017–

21.9

BR

ATO

Siemens

Trainguard
MT CBTC

2017

22.2

BR

ATO

North South Line

Thales

SelTrac

2017

100

BR

DTO

Stockholm
Metro

Red line

Ansaldo STS

CBTC

2017

41

BR

STO>UTO

Taichung Metro

Green

Alstom

Urbalis

2017

18

GR

UTO

Singapore MRT

East West Line

Thales

SelTrac

2018

100

BR

DTO

Copenhagen STrain

All lines

Siemens

Trainguard
MT CBTC

2018

170

BR

STO

Doha Metro

L1

Thales

SelTrac

2018

33

GR

ATO

Gimpo

Gimpo Goldline

Nippon Signal

SPARCS

2018

23.63

GR

UTO

Ottawa Light
Rail

Confederation Line

Thales

SelTrac

2018

12.5

GR

STO

Rennes ART

B

Siemens

Trainguard
MT CBTC

2018

12

GR

UTO

Riyadh Metro

L4, L5 and L6

Alstom

Urbalis

2018

64

GR

ATO

Buenos Aires
Underground

D

TBD

TBD

2019

11

TBD

TBD

Hong Kong MTR

East Rail Line

Siemens

Trainguard
MT CBTC

2019

41.5

BR

STO

Panama Metro

2

Alstom

Urbalis

2019

21

GR

ATO

Singapore MRT

Thomson-East
Coast Line

Alstom

Urbalis

2019

43

GR

UTO

Alstom

Urbalis

2019

37

BR

UTO

Delhi Metro

LIne-8

Nippon Signal

SPARCS

2017

Lille Metro

1

Alstom

Urbalis

2017

Lucknow Metro

L1

Alstom

Urbalis

New York City
Subway

IND Queens
Boulevard Line

Siemens/Thales

Port Authority
Trans-Hudson
(PATH)

All lines

Singapore MRT

Sydney Rapid
Transit
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Hong Kong MTR

Kwun Tong
Line, Tsuen Wan
Line, Island
Line, Tung Chung
Line, Tseung Kwan
O Line, Airport
Express

Thales

SelTrac

2020

Klang Valley
Metro (MRT)

SSP Line

Bombardier

CITYFLO 6
50

2021

São Paulo Metro

Line 6

Nippon Signal

SPARCS

London
Underground

Metropolitan, District
, Circle, Hammersmi
th & City

Thales

SelTrac

BR

STO &
DTO

52.2

GR

UTO

2021

15

GR

UTO

From 2021
to 2022

310

BR

STO

Table 3.5 CBTC project8

3.6

Safety measures
In this section some general considerations on railway systems in Europe are discussed. The
particular point of view of the communication system is then presented.

3.6.1

General considerations on safety for railways
In general, the EU approach to safety of a railway system is contained in a set of European
Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization (CENELEC) standards:
1.
2.
3.
4.

EN 50126, providing the high- level concepts and definition for dependability (Reliability,
Availability, Maintainability) and Safety - RAMS);
EN 50129, dedicated to safety of electric and electronic equipment;
EN 50128, dedicated to safety for software applications;
EN 50159, dedicated to safety for communication (this standard will be analysed more in details
in the next section.

The legal state of these standards is not the same in all countries.
The “new approach” for placing of products on the EU market requires normally that only “essential
requirements” are mandated by law (for example, EU Directives to be transposed into national
legislation), while the standards giving indications on how to implement the essential requirements
should remain voluntary, stressing in this way the responsibility of the manufacturer.
In the case of the above- mentioned standards, however, some Member States decided to mandate
their application and it must be also taken into account that the Control-command and Signalling TSI
mandates their application for the proof of safety of interoperability constituents, as an acceptable
methodology for performing the safety analysis.
In addition, the principles of EN 50126 and EN 50129 have been used as the basis for the Regulation
on Common Safety Methods, that must be applied to perform safety analysis for new railway systems
(both technical and operational) and for modifications.
From a practical point of view, all the above- mentioned Regulations and standards require (also in
line with other international standards, like IEC ones) that a safety analysis and risk evaluation is
performed.

8

http://www.tsd.org/cbtc/projects/index.htm http://www.tsd.org/cbtc/projects/index.htm
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The safety analysis is based on a scheme, where “hazards” (i.e. events of situation potentially leading
to unwanted consequences) are identified.
For each hazard, a group of expert find the possible “causes” and the possible “consequences”.
The risk is defined as a combination of probability of occurrence and severity of the unwanted
consequence. The probability is evaluated by assumptions on the probability of causes and existence
of “barriers”, while the severity of consequences is estimated according to expert judgement and
experience.
The risk related to a hazard is therefore represented as a matrix (probability versus severity) and
criteria for the acceptability of combinations are specified, leading to the definition of the tolerable
rate of occurrence of each of the hazards (Tolerable Hazard Rate - THR). A common agreement in the
railway community (similar to approaches in other areas, like aviation) is that the tolerable rate of
occurrence for hazards that may directly cause an accident with catastrophic consequence is not
greater than 10-9 h-1 (SIL4 applications).. This is the value mandated by the Regulation on Common
Safety Methods, and is also the value adopted for the specification of mandatory safety requirements
for ETCS equipment, including the radio communication parts (specifications referenced in the CCS
TSI). In the case of ETCS, the tolerable rate of 10-9 h-1 is allocated to the “failure of supervising
speed and distance of a train” and the requirements for equipment are derived by apportioning this
target to the different components according to their contribution to safety critical functionality.
3.6.2

Safety for Communication: present state
In principle, when, as normally occurs for modern technical systems, communication between different
pieces of equipment are necessary, this does not affect the validity of the principles on EN 50126 and
EN 50129, related to the methodology to perform hazard identification and risk evaluation.
However, considering that the use of data communication is relatively new for the railway systems,
the management of corresponding risks generated is further supported by the standard EN 50159.
EN 50159 defines a set of hazards, for which the possibility of occurrence must be investigated during
the safety analysis. The hazards refer to the possible errors that may affect the reception of a message,
and are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Deletion - a message does not reach the intended receiver;
Corruption - a message, with a content different from the intended, reaches a receiver;
Repetition - the same message reaches more than once the intended receiver;
Insertion - a message reaches a not intended receiver;
Re-sequencing - messages reach a receiver in an order different from the intended one;
Delay - a message reaches the intended receiver after a time longer than planned or expected;
Masquerade - the receiver understands a message as coming from a source different from the
real one.

The safety analysis of each project must consider these hazards, check whether they are possible (i.e.
if there are, in the system under analysis, conceivable causes that can generate them) and evaluate
the severity of consequences and the corresponding risk.
Where the risk results “not tolerable”, specific mitigations need to be implemented, and EN 50159
provides some suggestions, like the use of safety codes to detect corruption, sequence numbers to
detect re-sequencing, timers to detect delays and deletion, cryptographic methods to detect
masquerade, etc.
For all the proposed mitigations, EN 50159 also gives indications for their implementation inside
“signalling equipment”, making it possible the use of commercial communication networks and
terminals, not specially designed to meet railway safety requirements. In other words, the mitigations
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are designed as a “layer” between specific signalling equipment and standard commercial
communication terminals.
It is important to note that the approach of EN 50159 is strictly conform to the classical railway
concept, that safety is considered as achieved if, immediately after the occurrence of a failure or error,
the system is brought to a “safe state”, that usually means “stopping the train(s)”. The action to bring
the system to a safe state is performed by the signalling equipment, with no expectation of actions
from the communication network and terminals. As an example, if the railway system is so designed
that in case of interruption of communications, the signalling equipment does not extend the
“movement authorities” of the trains any more or even cancels them, this is usually considered an
efficient and acceptable way of mitigating “deletion” hazards.
According to the considerations above, GSM-R functions and performance have been specified without
any explicit safety requirement allocated to network components and terminals (in terms, for example
of stringent Tolerable Hazard Rates to respect); anyway, it is recognised that GSM-R cooperates to
and supports the achievement of objectives for safety of railway services:

3.7

1.

voice communication between wayside control centres and train drivers is critical, especially for
the management of emergency situations. Availability of radio communication plays therefore an
important role and is regulated by law in some EU countries;

2.

errors in data communication can be the cause of accidents. This is mitigated according to the
principles of EN 50159 and of the “classical railway concepts”:
a)

safety protocols (on top of the radio bearer) perform adequate protections and safety
requirements are apportioned, to ensure that the contribution of data communication errors
does not cause failure to respect the Safety Integrity Level (SIL) 4, required for the whole
ETCS train protection system;

b)

safety protocols and protections are implemented in ETCS equipment. They are able to
detect corruption, resequencing, repetition, delays and make use of cryptographic methods
to protect against insertion and masquerade;

c)

the principle adopted is, in all cases, to reject the “compromised messages”, and ETCS is so
designed that not receiving valid information leads to train stop.

Policies and regulations
This section addresses the current state of regulations regarding radio communication for railways,
making reference to the acts establishing both the legal conditions for installation of radio
communication networks and the legal conditions for the placing on the market and use of mobile
terminals. This also includes the frequency management aspects.
The role and responsibilities of EU institutions is described, together with the national
implementations, and information is given on the legislation of some Member States, with a special
attention to the way radio communication for railways is regulated.
At the end, the main concepts emerging from the analysis are summarised, identifying possible critical
aspects for the future communication solutions.
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EU context

General legal aspects

The role and responsibilities of EU regarding radio communication is well summarised in an excerpt of
a document discussed in the Regulatory Interoperability and Safety Committee (RISC), and published
in the web page of the European Union Agency for Railways9.
This document, after a general description of principles for sharing of responsibilities, describes with
details how this can be applied to the case of managing interferences between networks. This case is
highly relevant for the current and future communication systems for railways.
Chapter 3 of this document says:
“The responsibilities on radio communications are shared: while the Radio Spectrum Decision 10
establishes a policy and legal framework to ensure harmonised conditions with regard to the
availability and efficient use of the radio spectrum, spectrum management is still largely a national
competence.
At Member State level the radio licenses for public operators and for GSM-R operators do not generally
consider restrictions provided that licensees use their assigned radio spectrum in compliance with the
relevant technical standards and the relevant European and national regulations.
However, the principle of proportionate restrictions when it is necessary to avoid harmful interference
to a specific radio service is quite extensively provisioned and acknowledged in the European telecom
regulatory framework:
a)

R&TTE/RED Directive11 – Article 3 "Essential requirements".

b)

Radio Spectrum Decision – Article 1.2.a "Aim and scope".

c)

Framework Directive12 – Article 9 "Management of radio frequencies for electronic
communications services".

d)

Radio Spectrum Policy Programme13 – Article 2.

e)

Council Directive on the frequency bands to be reserved for the coordinated introduction of public
pan-European cellular digital land-based mobile communications in the Community 14 – Recitals 9
and 11.

The definition of harmful interference can be found in the Framework Directive as well as in the
Directive on the authorisation of electronic communications networks and services 15, where harmful
interference means interference that seriously degrades, obstructs or repeatedly interrupts a radio

http://www.era.europa.eu/Document-Register/Documents/DV81EN05%20(RSCOM15-60rev3)%20%20GSM-R%20interferences%20and%20coexistence.pdf
9

10

Decision 676/2002/EC on a regulatory framework for radio spectrum policy in the European Community

Directive 2014/53/EU on the harmonisation of the laws of the Member States relating to the making available
on the market of radio equipment and repealing Directive 1999/5/EC. It is known as the "Radio Equipment
Directive", in short: "RED". This Directive will be applicable from the 13 June 2016 onwards, at which date the
RED will replace the R&TTE
11

Directive 2002/21/EC on a common regulatory framework for electronic communications networks and
services
12

13

Decision 243/2012/EU establishing a multiannual radio spectrum policy programme. OJ L81, 21.3.2012, p.7.

Directive 2009/114/EC amending Council Directive 87/372/EEC on the frequency bands to be reserved for
the coordinated introduction of public pan-European cellular digital land-based mobile communications in the
Community
14

15

Directive 2002/20/EC on the authorisation of electronic communications networks and service
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communications service operating in accordance with the applicable Community or national
regulations.
This principle was kept in mind when the EC Decision to harmonize the use of 900 MHz and 1800 MHz
frequency bands for broadband services16 was adopted, in particular the fact that Member States
should ensure that introduction of UMTS/LTE systems gives appropriate protection to legacy systems
in adjacent bands.
Furthermore, Article 20 of the Framework Directive covers the steps to be taken in case of a dispute
between undertakings: the national regulatory authority shall issue a binding decision in case there is
no agreement between the disputing parts.
While coordination/cooperation requirements apply to all parties, EU Member States already have the
legal obligation to ensure appropriate protection of GSM-R systems and they should ensure that other
systems in adjacent bands give appropriate protection to GSM-R.
EU Member States are reminded of their legal obligation to avoid harmful interference in general, and
to ensure appropriate protection of GSM-R systems”
For the scope of D2.1 it is important to summarise that, while important responsibilities remain
allocated to Member States, European Directives can provide coordination on the management of
conflicts, and the European Commission can issue Decisions on harmonisation and protection of some
frequency bands.
Current regulations for GSM-R

As explained above, critical operational communications and, in some cases, business-supporting
communications are carried within European main-line services making use of GSM-R. GSM-R is used
as one of the communications bearers for “European Train Control Systems” (ETCS). ETCS and GSMR together are commonly known as “European Rail Traffic Management System” (ERTMS).
Initially, radio communication for ETCS was carried out only using a circuit-mode service on GSM-R,
but the most recent update of mandatory specifications also covers the use of “General Packet Radio
Service” (GPRS) within the same GSM-R 200kHz channels.
GSM-R is a variant of GSM, adapted with some features specific for railway operation. The GSM-R
standard was drafted in the 1990s, and finalised in 2000 with the Mobile Radio for Railways Networks
in Europe (MORANE) and European Integrated Railway Radio Enhanced Network (EIRENE) projects.
Current specifications are maintained through the documents referenced in the Technical Specification
for Interoperability related to Control-command and Signalling Subsystems (mandatory aspects) and
by UIC.
The Technical Specification for Interoperability (TSI) specifies the rules for implementation of GSM-R
in EU countries. In addition, through the UIC, GSM-R has been adopted in many other countries,
including China and Australia.
In Europe the frequency bands 876–880 MHz and 921–925 MHz are designated to GSM-R by the
European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications (CEPT); as explained above, this has been
incorporated in EC Decisions. CEPT has also designated spectrum below this band for GSM-R use,
874–876MHz and 918–921MHz, but the designation is on a shared basis and is dependent on national
administrations. Other non-European countries (China, South Africa, and India) use different 900MHz
spectrum for GSM-R, and Australia uses 1800MHz.

Commission Implementing Decision 2011/251/EU amending Decision 2009/766/EC on the harmonisation of
the 900 MHz and 1 800 MHz frequency bands for terrestrial systems capable of providing pan-European
electronic communications services in the Community
16
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Examples of national implementations

Germany

Telecommunication is regulated by the “Telekommunikationsgesetz (TKG) of 22.06.2004” 17.
The TKG addresses mainly open market issues for public service and mentions frequencies for air
traffic, ships, safety relevant applications, but not railways.
According to this law, a licence (“Zuteilung” - in line with the “Frequenzplan”) is necessary for every
use of frequencies.
The rules for the use of “Nichtöffentlicher Mobiler Landfunk (nömL)” are specified in
“Verwaltungsvorschriften für Frequenzzuteilungen im nichtöffentlichen mobilen Landfunk
(VVnömL)”18.
Use of frequencies is managed by the “Bundesnetzagentur”, i.e the agency responsible for regulation
of non-discriminatory access to networks, including railways. However, GSM-R is not mentioned
explicitly in the frequency plan. The agency regulates also the access to frequencies for satellite
communication (link with international bodies and regulations).
Applications for the use of a band must be addressed to Bundesnetzagentur, that can also require
additional measures to ensure protections against disturbances and efficient use of the spectrum.
Usually a licence has the duration of 10 years.
Fees are applied for the licensing process.
For certain frequencies, the allocation to users follows a geographical scheme, that subdivides the
territory of Germany in “cells” and ensures that the same frequency is reused at a sufficient distance.
Other frequencies are permitted on the whole territory or in regions.
The regulations specifiesspecify which bands are available for different users.
The
“Verordnung
über
Beiträge
zum
Schutz
einer
störungsfreien
Frequenznutzung (Frequenzschutzbeitragsverordnung - FSBeitrV)”19 establishes the fees for the use
of frequencies and also contains a table with the currently allocated bands.
“Bahnfunk” was included in the group of “Nichtöffentlicher Mobiler Landfunk (nömL)” until year 2005;
after, it became a separate item (with GSM-R explicitely mentioned).
Italy

The frequency plan can be found in “Piano nazionale di ripartizione delle frequenze”20.
GSM-R is mentioned in the frequency plan.
The legislation for authorisations related to public communication networks can be found in “Decreto
legislativo 1 agosto 2003, n 259 - Codice delle comunicazioni elettroniche”, GU n 214, 15 settembre
2003”21.
It addresses mainly authorisations for public networks.

17

https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/bundesrecht/tkg_2004/gesamt.pdf

18

https://www.bundesnetzagentur.de/SharedDocs/Downloads/DE/Sachgebiete/Telekommunikation/Unternehmen_Instit
utionen/Frequenzen/Verwaltungsvorschriften/VVn%C3%B6mL.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=5
19

https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/fsbeitrv/BJNR095800004.html

20

http://www.mise.gov.it/index.php/it/comunicazioni/radio/pnrf-piano-nazionale-di-ripartizione-delle-frequenze

21

http://www.gazzettaufficiale.it/atto/serie_generale/caricaDettaglioAtto/originario;jsessionid=l8HcmPjEXuGnJCNOZd
DWVg__.ntc-as2-guri2a?atto.dataPubblicazioneGazzetta=2003-0915&atto.codiceRedazionale=003G0280&elenco30giorni=false
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GSM-R band has been allocated to RFI by a licence of Ministero delle Comunicazioni (6 Dec 2002), for
exclusive use finalised to control and management of railway traffic.
Spain

The frequency plan can be found in “Cuadro nacional de atribución de frecuencias (CNAF)” 22.
GSM-R band is specified (Notas UN 2013).
The law about allocation of frequencies can be found in “REAL DECRETO 863/2008, de 23 de mayo” 23.
Ireland

The frequency plan and the rules for licensing of frequency bands can be found at:
https://www.comreg.ie/industry/radio-spectrum/licensing/search-licence-type/gsm-r-2/
Irish Rail has been granted a licence for GSM-R, valid until 2025.
The licence is specified in “S.I.213 of 2013”24.
It is possible for entities other than IR to apply, but GSM-R can be used only for railway traffic control.
The licence implies fees.
3.7.3

Summary of the current situation
Regarding the current situation, two aspects of the use of radio communication need to be considered:
1.

Efficiency of use of the spectrum, that is recognised as an essential requirement by the EU
legislation and is supported by ETSI standards, which specifies harmonised rules on permitted
power, out of band emissions, etc.;

2.

Management of frequency spectrum, i.e. permission to use a certain band for a certain use by a
certain operator, that is the responsibility of Member States. In this area, technical coordination
is done by CEPT technical groups and “political” coordination is done by the European
Commission, according to the relevant Directives and the Comitology procedures with delegated
and implementing acts.

The national legislation in all EU countries includes a law that transposes the principles of the Directives
listed above. In the cases analysed in this paper, no deviations have been detected.
From the legislative point of view, all countries manage separately the “public networks” (where an
operator offers a communication service) and non-public users. Currently the radio networks used by
railways are non-public (for example in Italy and Ireland there is an explicit limitation to use the
network for traffic control and operation only, excluding provision of public service).
In any case, use of a frequency band is subject to a licence, issued by the competent ministry, and
possibly a fee. The user must submit an application and the licence can contain technical prescriptions.
In some countries (Germany, Ireland) railways have to pay a fee, even if they cannot use their
communication network to compete with public operators.
3.8

Stakeholders analysis
Here are presented Examples of stakeholders that can share objectives related to radio communication
with railways and/or metro systems are presented.

22

http://www.minetad.gob.es/telecomunicaciones/Espectro/Paginas/CNAF.aspx

23

http://www.minetad.gob.es/telecomunicaciones/Espectro/radioaficionados/Legislacin/RD863_2008.pdf

24

https://www.comreg.ie/?dlm_download=wireless-telegraphy-gsm-for-railway-licence-regulations-2013
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Bus and tram
There is a wide range of ownership and delivery models for communications in the bus and tram
market. Bus and tram radio communications networks may be owned by local transport authorities,
or be owned by bus operators themselves. There are also arrangements where the communications
have been outsourced for a period of time to private companies, which run the systems on behalf of
the transport operator.
A number of real-time passenger information (RTPI) suppliers offer to provide a service to a council
or bus operator, using their central servers and a communications network, which used to be a PMR
system, but increasingly will be a commercial network.
Some of the systems have sophisticated control. Many bus systems allow controllers to use a
geographic information system (GIS) to select various scenarios, such as all buses on a particular
route, all buses travelling in the same direction in a section, or buses in a defined geographic area,
and then group those buses into a special group so voice or data calls can be made to them.
GPRS is commonly used for data, and trunked radio for voice.

3.8.2

Air traffic control
Ownership of the civil aviation air traffic control is a state responsibility, but is typically delivered in
the private sector. In Belgium, Belgocontrol is an autonomous public company in charge of the safety
of air traffic in the civil airspace for Belgium (ground level to flight level 245 (24 500 feet)) and
Luxembourg (flight level 14/165 (14 500/16 500) to flight level 245 (24 500 feet)). In the UK NATS is
a PPP licensed from 2001 for 20 years. NATS performs all ‘en route’ control, however, in the airport
air traffic control space, there is competition for each airport, with NATS and other companies
competing. Funding for en route control is from plane movements, with costs determined by time in
national airspace, size of plane, etc.; landing fees finance airport air traffic control.
Within parts of mainland Europe25 control of air space above 24 500 feet is the responsibility of
Maastricht Upper Area Control Centre (MUAC), which is managed by Eurocontrol, an
intergovernmental organisation governed by convention and made up of 40 member states and the
European Union.
There is a lot of international standardisation, including data, in order that a flight plan is recognised
by national systems. Voice is analogue, and the primary communications channel, although there is
an increased use of data links using radio channels to pass information to aircraft. There were
projected capacity concerns and they have changed their channels from 25kHz to 8.33kHz, to increase
capacity, but there are no plans to go digital. The ‘party line’ concept where all aircraft in a sector
hear each other is important and is expected to continue. The future trend is to have more data links
to pass information which will reduce the voice usage, but not replace it.
It was noted that aircraft can pick up information from other nearby craft, and have avoidance systems
which will warn or take action if they think two aircraft are in danger of colliding

25

Belgium, the Netherlands, Luxembourg and North West Germany
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4.

T2W TO-BE scenario building

4.1

Beyond GSM-R: the future of railway radio
The most important achievement with the deployment of GSM-R is that it is now a single, interoperable
railway communication system able to substitute the 35 existing analogues systems. The wide spread
of GSM-R also outside Europe proves the validity of the choice made.
However, now it is time to consider a migration to something new, because GSM-R is a secondgeneration telecommunications system, long way behind today’s 4G technology, let alone 5G, which
is expected to emerge around 2020. Obsolescence is, then, a major issue. Moreover, while providers
have committed to maintain GSM-R up to 2030, beyond this it will become increasingly difficult, and
expensive for infrastructure managers to retain the same quality of service.
A possible problem for the migration is the different situations in EU Member States: while some are
ready to switch to a new system already in 2022, others are still rolling out GSM-R. It is important
therefore to have as soon as possible a clear view on the selection of the new system, for example
evaluating advantages and disadvantages between 4G and 5G solutions, especially regarding on one
hand the expected availability of products and on the other hand the expected obsolescence.
As a general indication, it can be said that for medium-sized member states, with a few thousand
route-km each, the migration to GSM-R took around seven years from the start of planning to the end
of migration, and for larger Member States, the individual migration has taken up to 19 years.
Setting 2030 as the target date for a full rollout of the next generation system is likely to be a major
challenge.
If cost issues are taken into account, the selection of one single system might be inefficient, especially
because it could require the high costs of installation of the same new powerful communication system
also in low traffic areas, where these cost could be not bearable. The challenge here seems the
development of a flexible communication architecture.
In this context, it might be interesting to note that some IMs (like in Italy and France) are currently
using, for rural areas, contracts with providers of public GSM services, in parallel with the GSM-R used
when the vehicles run on main lines.
The issue here is obviously the availability, in the “public band”, of “railway specific functions”. The
need for these functions justified in the past the development of a GSM-R system, separated by the
public ones. It is worth noting, however, that some of such functions were seen as functions/services
to be included in the “standard” GSM, being applicable also to other possible users of GSM (e.g. public
safety). This approach was not fully successful, because most of public safety entities selected TETRA,
but it could be reconsidered, also taking into account the increased functionality and performance of
the communication systems being put at disposal by the public operators.
User Requirements Specifications26 prepared within UIC are updating the list of “railway functionality”
and are a reference for the evaluation of the possible candidate communication systems and the
definition of the overall architecture. Here it is necessary to find the optimum allocation of
functionalities, between the communication network itself, the terminals and the dedicated equipment
for rail applications, to improve the economic viability of the system through the maximisation of use
of standard components.
Another point of view is related to the possibility of merging, inside the “railway band” or a more
general “band for critical services”, communication needed for traffic control and for business

26

UIC - Future Railway Mobile Communication System - User Requirements Specification
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applications, including passenger WiFi. While this could significantly compensate the costs incurred by
IMs, it must be taken in mind that railways have been granted in several MSs the reserved GSM-R
band under the explicit condition that it is only used for traffic control purposes, i.e. without competing
with public operators.
As a first provisional step, the following possibilities should be investigated:



Use of public networks, at least for low traffic lines
Joint development of communication network with services for all “safety critical” applications

In both cases, a key success factor is the availability of flexible and cost effective on-board terminals,
able to manage connections with different networks, to make migration from GSM-R to the new
system(s) viable and to cover, in the same way, future migration needs.
A clever separation and independence, exploiting standard interfaces, between communication and
railway application equipment (both for voice and data) is essential, to reconcile the fast innovation
rate of communication with the slower one of railway systems.
Where railways cannot use services of public providers, the main issue for migration is spectrum
allocation, because the GSM-R band is not wide enough to support two parallel working systems. See
the following section 4.3.2 for more details on this subject.
Regarding the research in the area of new communication systems for railways, it must be noted that,
together with the ones performed in EU, there are important activities by Huawei, in partnership with
Chinese Railway Science Research Institute and Beijing Jiaotong University.
In a similar manner, for GSM-R migration, a path to migrate needs to be established to maintain
interoperability and save investment. This process, at EU level, needs to be initiated well in advance
to inform RUs and IMs.

Figure 4.1 TSI Life Cycle [4]

To avoid duplication of effort, and to ensure that all parties are working together towards common
goals, ERA has created a working group with representatives from several organisations. This provides
a valuable forum to exchange information and synchronise efforts to speed up innovation.
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Figure 4.2 Stakeholder and activities in Europe [5]

Figure 4.3 Standardization bodies [5]
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Figure 4.4 Main step of new system introduction [6]

A list of drivers that can influence the migration strategy is presented below.
Drivers for IM and RU to migrate to
a New Technology

Observations

Equipment (IM or RU) reliability
decrease

Over the lifetime of the infrastructure the equipment is likely to
degrade resulting in a lower system availability if there is no
regular equipment renewal.

Increase of maintenance cost

Spare parts become increasingly difficult to source and
maintenance contracts become more and more expensive as
newer technologies are promoted by suppliers. Qualified
technicians also become harder to find. This is likely to be one
of the most important drivers for migration.

Product end of life, end of support
for equipment assets

Once a technology is no longer supported by the manufacturers
the cost of keeping these networks increases and the possibility
of deploying new equipment on new lines becomes almost
impossible. This driver will most impact the migration end date.

Cost reduction

Cheaper and more efficient operation of the infrastructure is a
necessity for IMs. A new network could be cheaper to install and
run than continuing to operate an ageing and soon life-expired
technology. This is particularly true if the majority of the civil
engineering infrastructure is retained.
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Introduction of new services, new
applications

A new technology is likely to offer additional services to users
and the network operator. For the IM this could mean increasing
the efficiency of the network.

EU regulation

One of the external inputs for migration could come from new
European directives resulting in a requirement to migrate to a
new system (or even a new frequency band).
GSM-R network was a main requirement to develop ETCS 2.
Then in some country, ETCS 2 was the driver to install GSM-R.

Relationship with other plans, e.g.
Introducing ETCS, new lines, etc.

New technology standard
equipment availability

and

In the case of the future Next Generation technology, IMs rolling
out ETCS level 2 and above will need to investigate the impact
on their GSM-R networks. If the design and a particular network
is not compatible with a major ETCS deployment (unable to
support the additional traffic) one option could be to migrate to
a more efficient technology providing it meets the requirements
of ETCS. In parallel, RUs renewing their rolling stock will want
to ensure that the on-board radio equipment will not need to be
replaced in the near future (additional cost). New rolling stock
fitted with near life-expired GSM-R will have to have their
business case reviewed.
More modern and advanced technologies are constantly being
developed resulting in new equipment being available in the
general telecoms market.

Table 4.1 Drivers for migration strategies [7]

There could be an essential value in re-using of the existing trackside GSM-R locations by a future
replacement system. This does not necessarily imply that the same ownership and control model be
carried forward. As long as future successors to GSM-R were to operate in frequency bands similar to
or slightly lower than the frequency band of GSM-R, the same route kilometres could be covered using
the same sites. [8]
The future railways communications system should reflect the following IM’s expectations [9]:










Be cost effective
Ensure vendor independence
Be future proof, and provide a long term evolutionary solution (with backward compatibility
for updated versions) for railways
Offer flexibility in network usage and modelling (i.e. offer possibility to use private
mobile networks, public mobile networks, Wi-Fi-networks, other technology networks with
mobility, or hybrid solutions between those systems)
Allow flexibility at the application level for the applications which are not critical for
interoperability (i.e. IMs/RUs need to have the freedom to implement applications which do
not affect interoperability)
Ensure high availability of service at least equivalent to GSM-R
Offer high robustness (also under mobility conditions) including robustness against
interference
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Be interoperable (i.e. allow trains to function on mobile networks between countries, and
allow co-existence between GSM-R and future technologies)
Allow a seamless migration of voice and ETCS services to the new communication
technology
Be a standardized solution allowing its implementation for signalling applications

The future railways communications system should be future-proof and be up-to-date in terms of
technology. This means that the future system should be based upon packet transmission and IP. The
need for an IP-based bearer-independence is important. The IP layer is transparent from the radio
access bearer. This will enable a smooth transition and will provide a future-proof solution. There is a
general agreement on the fact that introducing IP as overall bearer offers all flexibility, scalability,
capacity, availability and performance Railways need. The industry needs to develop IP suitable Voice
and ETCS application platforms.
UNISIG states that ETCS over GPRS is the first step (dual Euroradio protocol stack) for the IP
migration. Harmonization of Railway IP network is required for IP addressing (Domain Name…), IP
security norms and IP mobility. ETCS shall rely on IP Service Level Agreements (SLAs) with flexible
performance requirements based on Subset-093 for all cases including:





4.2

Radio technology, frequency band (GSM-R/GPRS, 4G, 5G …)
Ownership of radio access infrastructure (private, public)
Operational context (high speed, sub-urban, ATO …)
OBU (On-Board Unit) Euroradio should support dual stack CS (Circuit Switched)/IP during the
migration process and EDOR (ETCS Data Only Radio - On-board Radio) modems should
become IP routers.

Safety trends
As explained in section 3.3 above, according to “classical” railway safety concepts, situations of
communication networks like reduction, even important, of their availability and denial of service
(black outs, terrorist attacks) have not received so far special attention, because they bring “by
design” the system in a “safe state”.
On the other hand, it is becoming more and more clear that:
1.

Railway transport plays a role such that significant breakdowns are not acceptable from societal
point of view;
2. The risk related to criminal or terrorist attacks can no longer be underestimated, especially attacks
to information and communication systems.
This concept is an important part of the protection of critical infrastructures, as addressed by the socalled “NIS Directive” (DIRECTIVE (EU) 2016/1148 OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE
COUNCIL of 6 July 2016 concerning measures for a high common level of security of network and
information systems across the Union), that requires EU Member States to take initiatives to protect
security of energy, transport, banking, financial market, health sector, water supply and distribution,
digital infrastructure. In the NIS Directive, “Security” is defined as:

“... the ability of a network and information system to resist, at a given level of confidence, accident
or malicious action that compromise the availability, authenticity, integrity and confidentiality of stored
or transmitted data or the related services offered by or accessible via that network and information
system...”
The link with the classical concept of safety is evident, while the NIS Directive stresses in addition:
1. The risks related to “malicious actions”, together with the risks due to “accidents”;
2. The need to protect availability, together with authenticity and integrity.
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Several Member States are already working on this subject, for example requiring “security informed
safety cases”, i.e. requiring that the safety analysis is also extended to address the full range of
hazards implied by the definition mentioned above and setting up cooperation between railway safety
authorities and security authorities.
Regarding mitigations the following can be said:
1.

2.

The mitigations to protect data communication in relation to integrity and authenticity of
messages (i.e., against corruption and masquerade) are already implemented in the ETCS radio
protocols and can be extended, applying the same or very similar concepts, to other applications
and communication bearers, also exploiting the progress in cryptographic methods;
Confidentiality is not probably a major issue for data communication in railway applications.
However, if it is required, for example in case of services offered to the public or to manage video
recording in stations or trains, adequate mitigations can be implemented exploiting the progress
in cryptographic methods.

The situation regarding availability of data communication, and, as a consequence, of the whole
transport system relying on it, is more complex.
The necessary mitigations to ensure adequate protection of the transport system against loss of
availability, imply in fact resilient communication networks, with appropriate fall back and
redundancies to manage their degradations as softly as possible, avoiding the complete black out and
stopping of all trains.
Two kinds of redundancies can be considered:
1.

2.

System internal redundancy, i.e. the capability of the communication system to reconfigure itself
to continue operations even in case of out of service of major parts of it (example, TCP IP
protocols and internet; WiFi networks operating in 2.4 and 5 GHz bands that can resist
electromagnetic disturbances in a band if receivers are able to switch to the other one);
External redundancy, i.e. presence of more communication systems (independent from each
other) with terminals able to switch from one to another according to the quality of the offered
service. Examples exist and are very common (every laptop or smartphone today has this kind
of capability), and on-board terminals might be not expensive, but the key issue here is the
installation of communication networks.

The two types of redundancy have different technical problems and costs.
Especially the use of more communication systems would be extremely expensive, if a railway system
had to pay entirely for them. In this area, finding solutions that can be shared with other users is a
key factor for success.
A guidance for the identification of the best system architecture can be found through the analysis of
the possible causes of hazards, including the malicious attacks.
A preliminary list includes:
1.
2.
3.

Electromagnetic disturbance of the radio links (e.g. jammers);
Physical damages of fixed installations (masts, radio stations, control centres) due to natural
events or terrorism;
Informatics attacks (viruses).
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For all types of hazards/attacks, it is necessary to analyse both the possibility of detecting the state
of danger and the way to mitigate the effects.
Detection of hazards may require:
1.
2.

3.

Installation of receivers close to critical location of the railway system, to recognise as soon as
possible abnormal levels of electromagnetic noise. This solution has already been investigated
for GSM-R networks, it is technically feasible but of course it is also expensive;
Surveillance systems, like fixed cameras, satellites, etc., to monitor the installations. This solution
can be expensive, anyway it can be used to monitor also other dangerous situations, like people
invading the railway lines, obstacles at level crossing, degradation of infrastructure, etc.,
therefore the overall cost/benefit ratio could become reasonable;
Monitoring of data traffic, with suitable “sniffers” and analysis algorithms, able to detect possible
abnormal situations that could indicate an attack in progress.

After the dangerous situation is detected, measures must immediately be taken to ensure safety and
to activate fall back solutions preventing the system breakdown.
The communication architecture should therefore:
1.
2.
3.
4.

4.3
4.3.1

Permit and possibly implement automatically the switching to a different frequency band, when
correct communication in the one currently used is not possible;
Minimise the ground installations that can be damaged (masts, cabling, etc.);
Permit monitoring of data traffic and quick identification of compromised nodes;
in case of damages or attacks, offer reconfiguration features (like the ones of Internet) to bypass the compromised nodes and activate alternative routing.

Policy, Regulatory, standards, safety driving trends
Policy and standards

General trends

The significant trend in all sectors is an increase in the use of data, which is mirroring the increase in
society as a whole. Public safety has recognised that there is a growing demand for a range of dataintensive applications, including image transfer and video. These organisations see a clear need for
mobile broadband communications.
All critical-communications sectors also see a need for low-latency transmissions, with data being
received in a timely manner. This is important for the rail sector with ETCS signalling, and also for
utilities, which have to react to changes in the loading of the power grids in normal and fault
conditions.
The requirements and trends identified for the rail sector are not extremely demanding. While the
number of transactions of signalling data will increase, there was no suggestion from stakeholders
that ETCS data sizes would increase, and only few other significant data applications are currently
being considered. Those include timetable and train time (departure/arrival) information. Live
operational video to/from the train is not a top priority, other than at short range in the station.
Therefore, there is less demand for mobile broadband than in the public-safety sector.
The transition of ETCS signalling to GPRS also moves signalling away from a circuit-mode environment
to a packet-mode environment, using IP packet data. This is a significant step, and is important, in
that a future IP world is more flexible and is future-proofed against change.
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Management of evolution in rail sector

The development of standards and regulations in the EU is managed by the European Union Agency
for Railways, as system authority for ERTMS (see Figure 4.4).
The role of the Agency is coordinated with the work of the International Union of Railways (UIC),
which has established the Future Railway Mobile Communications System (FRMCS) group consisting
of operators, infrastructure managers, and suppliers to oversee the preparation of specifications for a
successor to GSM-R.
The Technical Committee for Railway Telecommunications (TCRT) at the European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) has similarly founded a working group on the issue
and is liaising with the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), which develops the standards for
mobile communications in Europe.
The Directorate General for Mobility and Transport (DG Move) at the European Commission is
expecting to receive the first recommended high-level changes to CCS TSI, including a strategy for
migration and timeline for implementation, from the Agency by the end of 2018. Work will then
proceed to begin the initial rollout of a new technology by 2022.
4.3.2

Regulations Spectrum

Interferences

Spectrum is key: without availability of spectrum, it is not possible to provide a radio communications
system. At present GSM-R, which is used for voice radio and as a bearer for ETCS, occupies two 4MHz
blocks of spectrum at 876–880MHz (uplink) and 921–925MHz (downlink). These are European
harmonised allocations in accordance with ECC/DEC/(02)05. The spectrum is immediately adjacent to
commercial GSM spectrum 880–915MHz (uplink) and 925–960MHz (downlink). There is an additional
expansion block of 2×3MHz which is available on a shared basis by national agreement.
However, even if the railways have at disposal for GSM-R the same (not very wide) band in all EU
countries, and a statement in the framework Directive requires MSs to protect this band (as a legacy
system, when new networks are deployed, like UMTS or LTE), this has not prevented the occurrence
of interferences when UMTS has been introduced. This problem was probably difficult to manage due
to the fact that installation of GSM-R base stations and UMTS base station and frequency planning
was not fully coordinated (because the systems belong to different owners). Unfortunately, the new
wider bands of UMTS invaded in some cases the band of neighbouring GSM-R cells, while both UMTS
and GSM-R operators respected the corresponding obligations.
Railways had to take additional protective measures, that are regulated in the most recent CCS TSI
(use of improved receivers or installation of filters on-board).
It is important to note that in several cases (like SE, NL) the state intervenes with compensations for
the additional costs incurred by railway undertakings (that installed “old” GSM-R receivers according
to mandatory provisions of the CCS TSI in force when the installation was done).
Railway specific band or shared spectrum

While the existing spectrum put at disposal for railway communication is suitable for a narrowband
solution such as GSM-R, it does not match the available bandwidths provided by mobile broadband
standards at the moment. In theory, it would be possible, with suitable planning and agreement, to
migrate from a GSM-R network to a broadband network, but migrating to a broadband technology on
the existing spectrum is problematic.
To counter these problems, railways may be forced to explore the use of a different frequency for the
new system, with the frequencies both below and above 1GHz available as possible alternatives.
This implies of course an increase of the costs, because of the need to install new infrastructure
compatible with an alternative frequency band. In addition, railways also faces a challenge from other
industries, most notably the road sector and the expected development of Short Range Devices or
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autonomous vehicles, to secure the spectrum it needs. Especially, it must be taken into account that
spectrum below 1GHz is very attractive for mobile communications, since the cell sizes will be larger
than those for higher frequencies, and lower numbers of sites will be required.
With the aim of clarifying this uncertainty, some activities are in progress:
1.

the Electronics Communications Committee, a division of the European Conference of Postal and
Telecommunications Administrations (CEPT), founded a new project team, FM56, to identify
solutions for spectrum issues relating to railways. The FM56 consists of representation of national
regulators and other groups from 48 countries, including Turkey and Russia.

2.

the industry has also formed the Coordination Radio Working Group, coordinated by the European
Union Agency for railways, and consisting of infrastructure managers, train operators, suppliers,
research bodies including Shift2Rail, and authorities including the UIC and ETSI. Results in form
of information for an Agency recommendation to DG Move are expected at the end of 2018 .

Regarding the new system, there is a good case for the rail sector to share spectrum with a likeminded organisation, which is providing a mission-critical solution for its users. The obvious candidate
for this is public safety. Additional sites could be deployed alongside the track, giving more capacity
and linking to an existing switch site.
This is actively being considered in Finland as a temporary solution, waiting for the decision on the
new railway communication system substituting GSM-R, but it is not yet clear whether this approach
can be extended to a EU-wide basis.
Since the other parties are highly likely to want national coverage, sharing of spectrum also means
sharing of the network (at least the core network). Typically, half the cost of the network will be for
the core, so sharing of this brings benefits.
For example, 4G mobile broadband networks are single-frequency networks, and increases in capacity
are achieved by adding more sites, and having smaller cells. Many sites could also be shared, but in
order to ensure the rail sector has enough capacity, it could deploy its own base stations alongside
the railway, which will provide extra capacity, and these can be linked back to the core network using
a resilient arrangement. It is likely that these base stations would be used by the both the rail sector
and the sharing party, which, if it is public safety, has a role to play in providing a secure environment
for the travelling public.
However, at the moment the prevailing position between organisations of IMs and RUs seems in
favour of having a dedicated band for the new communication system, as an extension of the one
currently used for GSM-R. EIM and CER consider this as the best solution to protect the investments
made by IMs and permitting a smooth migration to the new communication system.
Considering the strong competition about the use of frequency, a decision here is a critical precondition
for the deployment of the new communication system. This decision must be harmonised at EU level
and therefore appropriately supported by the relevant EU institutions. See section 4.3.3 below.
4.3.3

Interoperability
In order to ensure interoperability, GSM-R is a mandatory technology for rail.
Migration to a new system implies therefore important legal aspects to deal with technology evolution.
Whatever specific legal arrangement will be decided, it is necessary that RUs have clear rules about
the equipment, functions and performance to be installed on-board, and certainty that they are
necessary and sufficient to have access to the EU rail network under non-discriminatory and
economically sustainable conditions.
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Hence EU and MSs should support migration through the required modifications to the legal
framework. The main document concerned is the Control-Command and Signalling Technical
Specification for Interoperability (CCS TSI).
This Regulation contains the mandatory specifications that must be adopted for the communication
systems in EU railway lines in the scope of the “Interoperability Directive” and the rules for their
implementation.
Taking into consideration the share of responsibility between EU institutions and Member States,
together with TSIs and other Regulations or Decisions and with reference to the “lessons learned”
described in section 3.4, for the future development of railway communication systems it is necessary
to have in mind that:
1.

installation of radio communication networks requires agreement by the interested State (usually
a licence, even if satellites are used, with reduced ground installation or no installation at all in
the MS concerned);

2.

Deploying a EU wide communication system requires, as a consequence, harmonised behaviour
of all States. Here the issue is both technical and political: the problems with interferences
between GSM-R and UMTS show that it is not easy to “protect” a band, even if it is relatively
small. Public mobile communication is a big business, both for operators and also for States
receiving their fees, and this seems prevailing, if put in direct competition and alternative with
“public interest for railway transport”. Finding a way to coexist seems necessary.

An important issue is the way mobile terminals are regulated. For GSM and GSM-R, while licences and
authorisations are required for the network, placing on the market and use of mobile terminals does
not require national specific procedures, according to the principle stated in “RED Directive” and
related implementation acts (concept of Class of terminals).
Whatever is the network used for railway communication, it seems essential that:

4.4

1.

frequency bands harmonised in all EU are used, to avoid barriers and costs due to different
legislation for placing on the market and use of terminals;

2.

technical and administrative issues regarding the crossing of borders between networks managed
by different operators are addressed and regulated, to avoid that “roaming agreements” become
an obstacle to interoperability.

Market Economic trends
The Mistral deliverable D3.1 Report on market forces analyses in details the scenarios for a new
generation communication system for railways toward the paradigm of “network-as-a-service”.
Two are the identified markets after the introduction of a new technology:


Market for new technology between the new generation network suppliers (NGNS) or
providers of safety critical services (SCS), and RUs/IMs



Market for new innovative services among telco operators, innovative services suppliers
(ISS), RUs and Passengers

The following Figure 4.5 highlights the structure of the markets after introducing NGN.
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Figure 4.5 - TO-BE scenario & the markets (Source: ISMB elaboration)

An analysis of innovative services will be described in chapter 5.
4.5

Technological and general performance conditions trends
A consensus view from interviews was that 3G technologies are not regarded as suitable to support
railway communications. This view is with the exception of Australia, where the Telstra NextG 3G
network is used for rail communications for interstate trains. Generally, the concern with 3G is the
degree of latency.
2G and 3G both support voice as a bearer service. 4G or LTE, as it stands, is targeted as a data service,
and voice services are implemented as VoIP services, or as circuit-switched fall back (CSFB), where
the mobile automatically switches to a 3G service. There are a number of different implementations
of VoIP.
The Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) has recognised that normal ‘push to talk’ (PTT) over
cellular does not meet the needs of many professional critical-communications users, and has started
a work item for Mission Critical PTT over LTE (MCPTToLTE), which is likely to be in Release 13.
The group call enablers (GCSE-LTE) that are being developed within 3GPP for public safety would be
applicable to rail communications, and support group calls. Unit-to-unit communications outside of the
network, which are part of the Proximity Services (ProSe) capability would also be useful. However,
for these to work there is a need for further development, and ETSI Technical Committee TETRA and
Critical Communications Evolution (TC TCCE) is specifying the application which turns the enablers
into a full solution. While WG1 (user requirements) of the TC TCCE has received input from a combined
list of requirements which includes railway-specific functionality, there is a good argument for ETSI
Technical Committee Railway Telecommunications (TC RT) to work with ETSI TC TCCE to ensure a
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final specification which includes some railway-specific functionality and is suitable for railways as well
as public safety. ETSI TC TCCE operates on a European basis, but has links to other worldwide
standards organisations.
Commercial mobile networks are clearly changing and operators are supporting LTE as the de-facto
standard for mobile broadband. There are, at the present time (2017), 77 networks in Western Europe,
and 64 networks in Central and Eastern Europe with more planned. Over time, it is anticipated that
LTE will replace many 3G services, and some replacement of 2G and 3G services with LTE is already
taking place. It is anticipated that 2G (GSM) services will be reduced (initially in higher frequency
bands) and from 2020 onwards may disappear, although some residual use for machine-to-machine
(M2M) applications may continue until embedded devices have been replaced.
While 2G and 3G have circuit-mode voice services, LTE does not, and any voice traffic will be carried
as voice over IP (VoIP), or where the mobile automatically switches to a 3G service. The Third
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) has recognised that normal ‘push to talk’ (PTT) over cellular
does not meet the needs of many professional critical-communications users, which include those in
public safety, utilities and transportation. Work has started in standards bodies to develop additional
specifications which will provide suitable functionality on top of the 3GPP specifications. This work is
focused initially on public safety, but elements are transferrable to the rail sector, and the railways
could benefit from this work
Coverage of commercial mobile networks is increasing, but even where there are coverage targets
built into licence conditions these will usually be based on population or postcode/premises coverage,
rather than geographic coverage. At the same time the travelling public is a source of revenue for
commercial mobile network operators (MNOs), and they have looked to increase coverage along rail
lines in some countries. This may lead to increased interference in the 900MHz spectrum used by
GSM-R.
While GSM and GPRS/EDGE systems use narrowband technology with 200kHz channels, 3G Universal
Mobile Telephone Service (UMTS) and 4G Long Term Evolution (LTE) systems require access to wide
bands of contiguous spectrum.
In the case of 3G, channels for UMTS use wideband code division multiple access (W-CDMA) with
5MHz bandwidth.
In the case of LTE, channels use orthogonal frequency-division multiple access (OFDMA) with
bandwidths of 1.4MHz, 3MHz, 5MHz, 10MHz, 15MHz and 20MHz. In practice, most commercial
solutions use either 5MHz or 10MHz, but there is an argument that even wider channels are more
efficient. There are some suppliers offering the 1.4MHz and 3MHz channel bandwidths for 400MHz
LTE systems, but these are less common at the higher frequencies.
It is instructive that in Australia, where the GSM-R frequencies used by rail were distributed throughout
the 1800MHz band, the network operators, including the railways, have lobbied and collaborated to
secure 15MHz of contiguous spectrum at the top of the band. This allows both the commercial
operators as well as the rail sector to deploy mobile broadband solutions at 1800MHz.
4.6

Portfolio of future scenarios
Six options for a policy to be recommended for further study for Europe were identified and these
were reviewed against a set of strategic objectives and operational requirements as shown in Figure
4.5.
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Figure 4.6 Strategic objectives and operational requirements (Source: [1])

In the short term, GSM-R provides the best fit as it is specifically designed for railway requirements.
The continued use of GSM-R avoids introducing interoperability complications and difficulties in
maintaining service continuity, which are inevitable in any transition. However, GSM-R offers little
flexibility to adapt to changing requirements, will be more costly than alternative technologies in many
scenarios, and cannot be assumed to be supported indefinitely.
If a new technology is defined for railway use, the most likely candidate, based on the current market,
is 4G (LTE). However, for the timescales being considered the market can be assumed to have
changed significantly and new ‘5G’ technologies are expected to have been established.
Given the pace of change in the telecoms market and the need for flexibility to cater for variations
across Europe, a multi-technology policy approach may be the most attractive. This offers the
advantages of:



allowing new/emerging technologies to be introduced over time
offering a ‘future-proof’ approach for the longer term
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allowing the use of commercial network bearers with associated potential for cost reduction
where appropriate
allowing for shared networks (e.g. with PPDR) in countries where this is viable
allowing for private networks in existing spectrum to be retained in areas where this is
considered to be the most appropriate option.

However, a multi-technology approach introduces complexity for interoperability. Achieving
interoperability would require terminals capable of working on multiple bearers and workable
management/governance arrangements to be defined and agreed. Use of multiple bearer terminal
solutions for operational communications (including railway examples) has already been established
in some of the study references and is expected to become increasingly less problematic as terminal
technology develops over time.
While option O6 in Figure 1.1 assumes that (in theory) any technology might be adopted to suit local
priorities, option O5 assumes a limited set of ‘authorised’ technologies is established that can be
amended over time through a controlled process.
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Design of innovative services
A new Train to wayside communication system will overcome the technical limitations of the current
GSM-R system in terms of available bandwidth and network capacity. The new generation network
will be an IP-based system and it will be able to support new services that will benefit of the new
digital platform because the integration with IP based applications will be simple and straightforward.
Experimenting with new services and service models is needed to inject innovation into business. By
definition, this also means moving forward with experiments where the business cases is not always
well defined or well understood. In these cases, resistance is to be expected: nobody would invest in
a new service without a clear business case. The output of the MISTRAL project will be useful to
mitigate this resistance.
A comparison between Mistral Innovative Services and X2Rail-1 User Requirements is shown in
Appendix 1 – Mistral vs x2Rail-1 services comparison.

5.1

Identification of innovative services
As seen in chapter 3.1, communications to trains generally covers three categories, described by the
Table 3.1
The Consortium classified the services in terms of three different variables: priority of service, typology
of service and provider of service.
1. Priority of service is high, medium or low according to the level of safety critical reasons and
the quality of service requirements that can be:


Latency



Bandwidth



Reliability



None

2. Typology of service:


Innovative, new services potentially available with new system



Safety critical, safety related service



Improvement from existing, existing services whose quality can be improved by the future
communication system



Application, specialised, dedicated application built over a general framework



Base, base communication service (e.g. phone call, data transportation channel)

3. Provider of the service:


Telco operator, telecommunication operator, bandwidth provider



Providers of Safety Critical Services (SCS), entity in charge of safety critical services (can be
either 3rd party or e.g. IMs)



Other Providers (of non-safety critical services), Operators other than Telco providing nonsafety critical services. Could be even current players in the railway sector (e.g., IMs)

The results of this interaction among the partners of the Consortium are shown in the following Table 5.2
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Type of End User

Priority
QoS

Type
Innovative

Provider

Safety
critical

Improvement
from existing

Appl

Base

Telco

SCS

Others

Railway Operators
Moving block (signalling)

High

x

x

x

x

2

GOAx - Grade of Automation (signalling)

High

x

x

x

x

3

Improved (availability, reliability and speed real time, etc.)
railway emergency calls

High

x

x

x

x

4

Precise and certified timing and train position (signalling)

High

x

x

x

5

Seamless connectivity available on board and at the
station

Low

x

6

IOT-enabled maintenance in railways (real time and smart
monitoring TCMS)

Medium

x

7

Bidirectional real time monitoring and recovery of trains
information and voice communication

Medium

x

8

Monitoring of infrastructures (less cables, more data
streams)

Medium

x

9

Real-time video surveillance (on board)

Medium

10

Cost analysis of the operation and maintenance (using Big
data);

Low

11

Statistical analysis of safety-related failures of systems and
devices (ALARP principle applying);

12

Ad-hoc operational data dispatching (provide infrastructure
and timetable data of ad-hoc alternative routes to freight
trains, e.g. for energy saving / driver assisting systems)

Assisted decisionmaking:

Real time integrated monitoring and
control of railway systems (rolling
stocks, signalling systems, rail
track):

1
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x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Low

x

x

Medium

x

x

x
x

x
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13

Automated Train-to-Train communication (information
about track conditions, obstacles, weather, etc.)

Medium

x

Low

x

x

x

x

x

Passengers
14

Additional information (multi-modal seamless experience)

15

Electronic ticketing

16

x

x

x

Medium

x

x

x

x

Non stop on board entertainment

High

x

x

x

x

17

One-stop shopping gateway application

Low

x

x

x

x

18

Context aware marketing and services

Low

x

x

x

x

19

Assisted decision-making: Optimal choice for the transport
and route (criteria: more comfortable, faster, cheaper,
better connections, etc.)

Low

x

x

x

x

20

Real-time timetable information (enhanced connection and
routing information)

Medium

x

x

x

21

Provide precise positioning data of trains (e.g. for
maps/guides in emergency cases)

Medium

x

x

x

x

22

Seamless services available on board and at the station
(business)

Medium

x

x

x

x

x
x

Table 5.1 Set of innovative services with the introduction of a NGN
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The classification showed in Table 5.1 will be an input for business cases analysis on future scenarios.
5.1.1

Railway/Metro Operators (ECTS / CBTC)

Moving block (signalling)

The moving block is an evolution of railway signalling that can be implemented when trains regularly
report their position to a control centre, with the confirmation of their integrity. The control centre can
therefore send movement authorities permitting a train to run until the end of the preceding train.
This allows trains to run closer than in fixed block systems, thereby increasing the line capacity.
Efficiency (energy saving and higher line capacity) of moving block relies on the frequency of updated
position reports from trains to control centre and of movement authorities from control centre to
trains.
GOAx - Grade of Automation (signalling)

Automatic train operation has different levels of implementation, from GoA 0 (on-sight train operation)
to GoA 4 (unattended train operation). High levels of automation in train operations require big
amounts of data to be exchanged with the control centre (maybe even real-time video monitoring).
Improved (availability, reliability and speed real time, etc.) railway emergency calls

Voice calls could benefit of a new generation network, entirely packet switched and IP-based.
Advantages will be carried out by higher bandwidth. There are studies which analysed VoLTE 27and
verified its performance against these railway requirements (especially on voice communication): results
show that call setup procedures in VoLTE are considerably faster than required. VoLTE offers low packet
delay and low packet loss. It should be expected that the voice quality in VoLTE will be high (compared to
GSM-R). Also LTE already differentiates between ordinary operational calls and emergency calls (priority
regimes implemented; call differentiation is also an important feature).
Precise and certified timing and train position (signalling)

A unique time management service could be implemented for the entire signalling system, using for
example well known time protocols. The more accurate precision of the real-time could bring a more
precise trains localization service (useful for Moving block).
Seamless connectivity available on board and at the station

The new generation network could be the common platform to support a connectivity service for the
entire whole railway coverage, from stations to on board and trains depots, suitable for shunting
operations and other data services.
IOT-enabled maintenance in railways (real time and smart monitoring TCMS)

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a fast-growing technology area that promises to bring about a
transformation in railway operations and the passenger experience. As IoT continues to evolve, it will
bring greater standardization, openness and scalability to the information provided to operators.
Railway operators will be able to more easily convert the data flowing from their railway networks into
valuable business benefits. Improved fleet management will be enabled by constantly monitoring
vehicles and automated workflow processes, promising to reduce substantially the initial train delays
27

Voice over Long-Term Evolution (VoLTE) is a standard for high-speed wireless communication for mobile
phones and data terminals
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caused by failure of train or infrastructure components and subsequent improvement to reliability,
availability, maintainability and safety (RAMS). This will be a significant step towards a consistent and
robust rail system.
Bidirectional real time monitoring and recovery of trains information and voice communication

The principal information that could be received from train in real time is the information about its
position (from track sensors) but not about its state. The information that comes from the sensors on
board (diagnostic data basically) is stored on board and then downloaded when the train arrives to
workshop. With a broadband channel it would be possible to transmit this information directly to the
control center for its analysis and storage. In this case any faulty state could be detected immediately
and, accordingly, the action could be taken to avoid accident or emergency situation.
For voice communication, for now it is normally possible to call to the driver directly at any time, but
there is no possibility for broadcasting. Any voice message that you can hear on board is a recorded
message, and its reproduction can be activated either by the driver of by the control center. So it
would be useful to have the possibility to broadcast voice messages to one train or group of trains in
real time, for example to give the instructions to the passengers if the train has been stopped because
of an emergency, accident, service fault, etc. It would be extremely useful for passengers travelling
large distances in the areas with little mobile coverage to avoid panic.
Monitoring of infrastructures (less cables, more data streams)

Infrastructures monitoring could require a big amount of data to be exchanged. When a large
bandwidth connection is used to replace a cable connection there is the opportunity to better handle
this data.
Real-time video surveillance (on board)

Trains could be equipped with an on-board CCTV real-time monitoring service that will be used for
security improvement. The new generation network, with increased bandwidth and low latency
connectivity, could support this service with innovative features such as video analytics software to
automatically detect intrusions, face detection, strange behaviour or unattended baggage.
Cost analysis of the operation and maintenance (using Big data)

Big data services will play a major role for railway operators. Huge data streams generated by
thousands of sensors will further increase operational efficiency. The integration of intelligent mining
platforms to filter data streams and identify the most relevant information will enable the automatic
triggering of action by operational personnel. Rail applications from the cloud will help to flexibly
introduce new operational services with easy installation processes and zero downtime of critical train
control systems. Integration of the databases across transport modes offers door-to-door freight
transport including a rail link with fast and accurate service pricing – essential for the attractiveness
of a service which must be competitive and reliable.
Statistical analysis of safety-related failures of systems and devices

ALARP (As Low As Reasonably Practicable) principle applying will improve railway operational
efficiency substantially, saving time and costs through the use of predictive lifecycle maintenance
Ad-hoc operational data dispatching

Provide infrastructure and timetable data of ad-hoc alternative routes to freight trains, e.g. for energy
saving / driver assisting systems
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Automated Train-to-Train communication

Information about track conditions, obstacles, weather, crossing level, etc.
5.1.2

Passengers

Additional information

New intelligent railway applications for passengers will calculate the most efficient ways to reach a
destination. All public transport options, including buses, taxis and trains, will be fully connected in
real time to provide intelligent, comprehensive and connected schedules and intelligent ticketing.
Electronic ticketing

Ability to buy tickets directly from mobile terminals or other portable systems. To provide a mobile
ticketing to operators using the new high bandwidth network already reduces costs and improves the
rail experience for the passenger, adding capacity and speed will further improve smart ticketing
services. Smart services will provide travellers with useful information and more comprehensive
services, as well as a sense of control and participation. Interoperable tickets, valid for trains, buses,
car-sharing schemes and bicycles, could encourage intermodal travel by providing seamless
connections to other modes.
Non stop on board entertainment

Entertainment video services that benefit of the new high bandwidth, for example streaming of
movies.
One-stop shopping gateway application

If passengers do not have access to the internet with their device, they can use one of self-serve
terminals in the cabs to shop or apply for services, including ticketing ….
Context aware marketing and services (digital signage)

Digital signage use technologies such as LCD, LED and Projection to display content such as digital
images, video, streaming media, and information.
Assisted decision-making

Optimal choice for the transport and route (criteria: more comfortable, faster, cheaper, better
connections, etc.). Passengers enjoy a seamless door-to-door journey, thanks to new services
addressing all aspects
of the travel whatever the mode of transport. The availability of real-time traffic and whole-journey
information keeps the passenger abreast of the varying alternatives, including inter-connection with
other modes, should journey problems arise.
Real-time timetable information

Enhanced connection and routing information. Passengers will expect certainty in terms of time, so
reliable and accurate real-time information will be key.
Provide precise positioning data of trains

To be used for maps/guides and in emergency cases.
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Seamless services available on board and at the station (business)

The new generation network could be the common platform to support a connectivity service for the
entire railway experience, from stations to on board trains.
5.2

Service versus users
The following table analyses some functionality and services that are relevant for railway operation.
For each of them



the main user and the stakeholders that can have benefits are indicated,
The communication needs, in terms of capacity, availability, real time, safety, security are
specified;

“Availability” refers to the effects on service performance, with a view to its interest for customers
(a non efficient service will not be interesting for possible customers).
“Security” refers to the need of protecting the service from intentional attacks. Case by case it will
be specified if the need of protection refers to intrusions possibly compromising safety, to loss of
service possibly creating major social disruptions, stealing of confidential data, etc.
To be noted that, in case of safety and security, it is not strictly necessary that corresponding measures
are incorporated in the communication network and terminal equipment; they can, as already happens
today with GSM-R, be implemented in application functions in equipment connected to the terminals
(for example, ATP). As far as the communication equipment itself, it is important that its strengths
and weaknesses are known, to perform the risk analysis for its use in railway technical and operational
environment.
The items in the table can be grouped according to similar requirements for communication and main
stakeholder involved. A group defined in this way can correspond to a technical communication
system.
The global new communication system for railway application can therefore be the composition of
more technical systems, each with different characteristics and owned/managed by a different
stakeholder. In any case, it is important that on-board terminals are able to offer seamless connectivity
to all technical communication networks, with standardised interfaces to equipment hosting the
application functionalities (voice with on-board staff, ATP, passenger information, video-recording,
etc.).
Public authorities that can exploit a service are Police (prevention of crimes), Defence
(surveillance against terrorism), Fire brigade, Protection and emergency management.
Legend: M = main user, P = interested
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Table 5.2 – Technical Services Classification
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5.3

Requirements
Parameters used in Table 5.2 for technical classification will be used to perform a grouping of services
based on similar technical requirements, as emerging in the classification.

5.4

Use cases
Parameters used in Table 5.1 for technical classification will be used to perform a grouping of services
based on similar types and providers, as emerging in the classification, to construct feasible use cases.

5.5

Safety compliance
In the next project activities, the allocation of responsibility (also in terms of obtaining certificates,
authorisations, etc.) have to be clarified, according to the ownership scheme for radio communication
network.
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6.

Techno-economic scenarios analysis
This section would present a synthesis of the actual works of the Mistral project in order to highlight
some preliminary findings useful to define the methodology to have a preliminary market technoeconomic proposition. The initial stage to create a first techno-economic proposition is the definition
of a methodological approach to build the scenarios, that will be considered in the future of the project.
Economic and technological inputs have been used to reach this goal.
In the following sections we have:






6.1

The scenario portfolio building with the description of the main variables involved in the
process of creation of scenarios themselves
The selection of the main scenarios relevant for NaaS paradigm
The technological aspects about the selected TO-BE scenarios
The economic consideration about the selected TO-BE scenarios (through a SWOT analysis)
The Mistral techno-economic proposition

Scenarios portfolio building
The scenario portfolio building will be based on the NaaS paradigm (Mistral is a research project in
response to the Call S2R.OC.IP2-03-2015, that clearly states the Network as a Service model). The
hybrid scenarios are also relevant (indeed, there will be no black and white solutions) because most
likely there will be a coexistence of the two approaches also in the far future (no 100% NaaS). As a
landscape of this first stage of the project, the backdrop for the techno-economic proposition puts the
basis for a future more depth analysis of selected NaaS scenarios and it should be considered as a
first attempt to design the extreme boundaries of NaaA and NaaS.
In shaping the new scenarios, Mistral would focus mainly in a new paradigm of market that is not yet
too much considered by the present actors: the shift from a network as an asset (NaaA) to a network
as a service (NaaS) where the management of the network is not anymore in the hand of the railway
operators (usually IMs) but of the telco or other operators that shall own and manage the
telecommunication network devoted to railway communications.
The aim of the Mistral project would be nor to provide an only one optimal solution for the new
paradigm of NaaS neither to provide a ‘business model’ and/or a mechanism of ‘pricing’ for the new
scenarios, that is untimely at this stage of the project. Moreover, in order to find a set of possible
optimal solutions of NaaS, it should be important to consider both the IMs and telco operators 28. The
first goal here is to draw a set of all the possible scenarios, that can be feasible from a technical and
economic point of view, to be compared. As a consequence, this chapter would provide a
methodological approach for building all the possible scenarios.
In this context, the main relevant issues are multiple: How the railway operators can manage this new
paradigm? How much the MNOs can be interested in this new paradigm? What are the possible
technology to be used in this new paradigm, which costs do they have to support and which new
markets can be created? Finally, this study will analyse the consequences for the main actors in the
supply and demand of technology.
In order to do this, first we would analyse all the possible scenarios in order to classify them as NaaA
or NaaS or hybrid.

This deliverable will focus more on the IM point of view, without omitting consideration also about the effect
of NaaS on the telco operators. For a social welfare analysis, both the sides of the market should be considered,
but in this study the main results should be a guideline for IMs.
28
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From an investigation of the main literature about railway technology communication systems, some
of which dedicated to the generic broadband in Public Protection and Disaster Relief (PPDR)
(Amundsen, 2013; ASCF, 2014; IEE, 2015; Systra, 2016; IDATE-ERA, 2014 and IDATE-ERA, 2015),
we outline a possible strategy about how to build and put together different characteristics among
scenarios. We have identified a set of variables some of which enhance to build scenarios (called
“scenario variables”) and some other to affect the management of scenarios themselves (called
“transversal variables”). The approach consists in first defining a set of variables that characterize
the most important aspects of the scenarios considering Mistral final target, i.e. the evaluation of NaaS
paradigm. Hereafter, we provide a description of both variables.

6.1.1

Scenario variables description
Hereafter, the following Figure 6.1 describes in a more detailed way each variable be considered for
the scenario building.

Figure 6.1 “Scenario Variables”: Variables for generating network service provider (Source: ISMB elaboration)

1. Mission of network infrastructure. It represents the destination of usage of the network.
a. Railway-dedicated network infrastructure. The telecommunication network
infrastructure is dedicated to provide network services to IMs and RUs. It is a “private”
network in the sense that the network infrastructure is not exploited to provide
connectivity services to other end-users, such as commercial users.
A possible variant is to devote the network infrastructure not only to railways but to
include also other mission critical actors (MCA). MCAs are operators with specific PPDR
services requirements that need to have a dedicated communication system (e.g. public
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security, public safety, utilities like electricity, policies services, fire services, emergency
medical services, intelligent transport systems, etc.).
b. Shared network infrastructure. The telecommunication network infrastructure is
not dedicated to the railways, but it can be used also to provide connectivity to
commercial end-users (i.e. citizens, enterprises, etc.) that use the network for standard
commercial mobile network applications.
c. Shared network infrastructure with dedicated resources . This is a hybrid case
in which in most of the cases the provision of the communication services is performed
using a shared network, while in some particular geographic areas new dedicated
infrastructure is built to offer these services. For example, dedicated resources can be
installed in rural areas in case that the coverage is limited or absent or in densely
populated urban zones to avoid network congestion issues and ensuring larger capacity
and better quality of service to the railways communication services.
2. Network Service Provider. It depicts the operators that can provide the final services (i.e.
mission critical services, safety services, network communication services, on-board services to
passengers, etc.) for the railway sector.
a. Railway operators (e.g. IMs, as in the status quo) and other MCAs
b. Telecommunication operators (i.e. telco/MNO).
c. Hybrid management (IMs/MCAs and telco). In this case, the ‘communication services
supplying’ are managed by two separated entities (i.e., IMs/MCAs and MNO) depending
on the network infrastructure ownership. Basically, each entity manages the part of
owned infrastructure.
d. Mobile Virtual Network Operators (i.e. MVNO). MVNO is a commercial vehicle, i.e.
enterprises, that does not own the infrastructure, but it resell mobile network services
purchased from other telecommunications operators that own and manage the physical
network infrastructure29. MVNO acts as an intermediary between MNO and final endusers (e.g., in the railway case the end users are the IMs and the RUs). It will take
advantage from different commercial policies (e.g. pricing policies) by purchasing the
service from the MNO, the real owner of the network, and to sell them to end-users30.
Railway operators could take services from a MVNO with a specific SLA. MVNO, in turn,
manages service with one or more MNOs.
MVNOs in railway sector are very few today31. MVNOs, are present in the commercial
network communication in many countries. MVNOs usually operate on the basis of
retail-minus wholesale agreements and provide minutes and data packages that
largely replicate the retail tariff structures of the host MNOs (Elixmann et al., 2015).
Usually MVNOs have the potential of addressing market niches and increasing
markets. MVNOs purchase capacity on the basis of capacity-based wholesale prices
and they exert some price and service completion. A very short list of examples of
MVNOs in EU for “not railway” sector is the following:
 PosteMobile and UniMobile in Italy, that use LTE as network system;

29

http://www.transparencymarketresearch.com/article/mobile-virtual-network-operator-market.htm

For a more deep analysis of the commercial benefit and strategies of MVNO see Domazet and Saric (2009)
and Camaràn and De Miguel (2008).
30

In Italy, for instance, the IM (Ferrovie dello Stato) wanted to request a licence to launch its own mobile
telephony operation (MVNO), called ‘FS Telco’, but nowadays it is has not been yet implemented (RFI, 2010).
31
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MovillDia, Simyo, ONO in Spain, where the market reached around 10% of
mobile network;
 Carrefour Mobile, A-Mobile (Auchan), SIM+ in France, where the market
reached around 10%of mobile network
3. Type of network infrastructure ownership (NIO)32
a. Railway operators (e.g. IMs, as in the status quo). This case corresponds to the
NaaA market paradigm.
Possible variant to this case is that the network is jointly owned by IM and MCAs. This
may happen when both railways actors and MCA use the telecommunication network
for their communication needs.
b. Mobile Network Operator (MNO). This case corresponds to the NaaS market
paradigm. The MNO owns the telecommunication network infrastructure and it provides
connectivity for the communication services to the different railways actors. A possible
variant of this case is that an enterprise, that is not a MNO, builds the telecommunication
infrastructure thanks to state financing in order to create an open infrastructure. This
case is included therein since this enterprise can be then considered as a MNO since it
owns and it manages the network infrastructure. An example is the deployment of
broadband fiber-based access network in Italy Other enterprise possible case is that
an enterprise financed by the state33.
c. Hybrid ownership (IMs and MNO). This case can be positioned in the middle
between NaaA or NaaS. The IM owns a portion of the telecommunication network (for
example in rural areas where the MNO may not have interest in deploying a network
infrastructure) and the MNO owns the other part of the network.
4. Type of wireless communication technology. Mistral has the goal to find the best
candidate(s) communication technology for the NGN. The main two options are:
a. Old Generation Network (OGN), i.e. retain GSM-R.
b. Next-Generation Network (NGN). It is likely that more than one NGN wireless
technologies will be used to provide connectivity services. For example, LTE-A (4G),
LTE-Rail or its evolution that is the 5G, can be employed in populated area, while
satellite can provide services in desert areas. The choice of which will be the most
candidate technology to be allocated in the new communication system will be done
in the deliverable D2.1, D2.2, and D4.1.
Deliverable D4.1 is going to provide a deep analysis about all the technologies which can be
selected as future communication systems for the NaaS. We remind a more detailed analysis about
them to the D4.1 that finds 4G LTE as the solid state-of-the-art candidate technology for railway
purposes even if ‘it is likely that there will be no definition of just one particular technology’ (D4.1).
Indeed, the different characteristics of urban and rural regions can require different strategies for
building the communication network architectures. Moreover, not only terrestrial systems can be
considered, but also the usage of satellite communication in some “White Spot” areas can be
considered.

The colours refer to different scenarios and they will be used in the following matrix of Table 6.1: NaaA (red),
NaaS (green) and mixed “NaaA-NaaS” (blue).
32

An example of this scenario is given by the Italian case where Enel (www.enel.it/en.html an Italian
multinational manufacturer and distributor of electricity and gas) has built an own broadband infrastructure in
the Italian territory, called Open Fibra.
33
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The combination of the “scenario variables” defines possible scenarios. Columns indicate the mission
of telecommunication network infrastructure. Rows indicate the network service providers. The
network infrastructure ownership is indicated by filling the each cell by colours: red if network can be
owned by an IM (and by a MCA), green if the MNO owns the infrastructure, blue corresponds to the
hybrid case in which the IM and the MNO own separate portions of the network infrastructure.
In case that a cell corresponds to a not feasible case, the cell is dark filled. Furthermore, Mistral
assumes that a next-generation network technology is used and thus the “Type of Technology”
variable is not further considered.
The last column of the table includes all those “ transversal variables” that can further characterize
the scenarios and they are common to all of them. These variables are introduced and explained in
Section 6.1.3.

1
Mission of network
infrastructure

1a
Railway (and MCA)
dedicated network
infrastructure

1b
Shared network
infrastructure

1c
Shared network
infrastructure with
dedicated resources

2

Transversal variables

Network
Service provider
2a Railway operators
(and other MCAs)
2b Mobile Network
Operator (MNO)
2c Hybrid
management by
IM/MCA and MNO
2d Mobile Virtual
Network Operator
(MVNO)
Table 6.1 Set of all the possible scenarios in the railway communication system (Source: ISMB elaboration)

The main aspect that Mistral has to consider is the shift from NaaA to NaaS. The ownership of the
network infrastructure is the pivotal variable in Mistral and three main classes based on this variable
can be identified in the previous Table 6.1:
1. Network as an Asset (NaaA)
The network infrastructure is owned and managed by the IM and it is devoted only to railway
communication. The traditional NaaA case is (1a-2a-3a). Possible variant is that other MCAs are
involved in the ownership and management of the infrastructure. Other possible case that is also
NaaA is when an external actor, such as a MVNO, operates the network infrastructure owned by
the IM. This case is (1a-2d-3a).
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2. Network as a Service (NaaS)
The network infrastructure is owned by a MNO or by a different entity from the IM. The network
can be either dedicated to the railways communication system (1a-2b-3b), or it is shared with
other services (1b-2b-3b) or it is shared but with resources dedicated to railways actors (1c-2b3b). The service provision by a MVNO can be considered also as a NaaS case. The MVNO can use
the network infrastructure from one or more MNO to provide communication services to railways
actors. Network infrastructure can be also in this case dedicated only to railways (1a-2d-3b),
shared (1b-2d-3b)or shared with some dedicated resources (1c-2d-3b).
3. Hybrid NaaS-NaaA
The blue scenarios are all feasible solutions but they are not strict NaaS or NaaA scenarios.
However, they may be considered as the most plausible and realistic cases for a future practical
implementation. Indeed, in these scenarios, the IM and the MNO work together for the deployment
of the telecommunication network infrastructure. It is likely that IM can exploit MNO infrastructure
where it is already existing, while it deploy by itself a network infrastructure in desert areas in
which MNO has no infrastructure and also no interest in having it.
The network service provider can be the MNO (1c-2b-3c), both the IM and the MNO on the
respective owned infrastructure (1c-2c-3c) or a MNVO (1c-2d-3c).

6.1.2

Scenarios selection
The classification of all the possible scenarios is a first step for drawing the pros and cons that will be
included in the SWOT analysis of Section 6.2. A selection of the scenarios identified by Table 6.1 is
performed. The selected scenarios are the ones reputed the most relevant for the Mistral scope and
the most feasible from a practical implementation perspective. For example, all the scenarios where
MVNO are the network service provider will not be taken into account. Indeed, it seems to be difficult
that a MVNO can guarantee strict Service Level Agreements, as those that can be required for mission
critical railways communications, exploiting an infrastructure that is not directly managed by itself but
by a third actor.
Three scenarios are then be selected for the SWOT analysis and for the further detailed analysis from
the economic point of views. They are:
1. A railway-dedicated physical telecommunication network, owned and
managed by an IM - (1a-2a-3a)
This scenario represents the status quo from a management point of view. It is a strict
NaaA scenario. It is not in the scope of Mistral analysis. It is included as a basis of
comparison with respect to the new NaaS paradigm.
2. A railway-dedicated physical telecommunication network infrastructure,
owned and manged by a MNO – (1a-2b-3b)
The telecommunication network infrastructure is still dedicated to the railways
communications, but the network infrastructure is built, owned and managed by a MNO
that supplies connectivity services only to railway actors. This scenario is NaaS, but it is
very close to the legacy NaaA from a management point of view since the physical
infrastructure is only devoted to railways and it is built with special-purpose hardware
implementing a given network technology.

3. A shared telecommunication network physical infrastructure with some
physical resources dedicated to railways, owned and managed by a MNO – (1c2b-3b)
The telecommunication infrastructure is owned and managed by a MNO. The main
physical resources of the network infrastructure, employed for the railway communication
systems, are used in sharing with other communication systems, such as the commercial
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network of the MNO. This approach can be feasible if adopting the recent technology
trends of network virtualization as explained in details in D4.1. The recently introduced
concept of “network slicing” can make feasible this scenario from both a technical,
management and economic points of view. In particular, it is expected that generalpurpose hardware can be used providing significant technical and economic benefits.
Furthermore, in this scenario, it is possible that some resources of the physical
infrastructure can be devoted to the railways in order to, for example, provide effective
coverage and service in desert areas.
Further details and implications from a technological points of views about these three selected
scenarios have been illustrated in D4.1. As things stand, concerning to the choice of the optimal NaaS
scenario it is clear that both the parts included in the process of building and using the new
infrastructure, telco and IMs, should be considered in a joint analysis.

6.1.3

Transversal variables description
The identified transversal variables are described as a result of technological and
economic analysis and they will be the basis for the building of future business cases
in next months. Hereafter, we provide a description of a set of transversal variables
as shown in the following Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2 "Transversal variables": variables affecting each scenario (Source: ISMB elaboration)

On the side of the transversal variables we provide the following explanations.

a) Frequency allocation and frequency market
Frequencies have a crucial role in the choice of investments and, for this reason, it covers a
greater part of the explanation of transversal variables. The price of acquisition of a band
(usually occurred with a tendering process) can affect the migration towards different
scenarios. Moreover, also the future technologies, e.g. between 4G and 5G, can have different
impact on the choice of frequency. Indeed, the deployment of higher frequencies can be more
feasible and less costly with 5G with respect to 4G, in other words, there can be saving in
terms of costs.
In the various scenarios, we should consider the trade-off between cost of purchasing of
frequency (i.e. cost of purchasing a frequency decreases with the increasing of frequency
bandwidth) and cost of management of different frequencies (i.e. cost of management of a
frequency increases with the increasing of the frequency). On the one side, the spectrum
affects the cost of management of the network, in other words, there is a positive correlation
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between frequency and costs (i.e. in terms of estimated infrastructure CapEx). Indeed, some
recent studies (ASCF, 2014) show the higher is the frequency (MHz) the higher is the CapEx,
e.g. for LTE, as shown in Table 6.2. In this case, it is clear the trade-off between cost of
management of the frequency and the price to get it, because if the cost of management
decreases the frequency will be more desirable, the demand will increase and the price will
be higher.

MHz

CapEx

400 MHz

100 (base)

700 MHz

+44%

800 MHz

+82%

1800 MHz

+450%

2000

2500

3500

MHz

MHz

MHz

+476%

+652%

+947%

Table 6.2 Correlation between costs (Estimated infrastructure Capex) and frequency in LTE network (Source: ASCF,
2014)

On the other side, a relevant topic is the issue of the concession (or licence) for the frequency 34.
Each country has its own allocation both for commercial mobile network and for dedicated network
(e.g. mission critical service, railway, etc.)35. From a technical point of view, railway safety
applications need to have a sufficient radio capacity. Nowadays, GSM-R is allocated
within 4MHz of the R-GSM band that is 876 – 880 MHz (uplink) and 921 – 925 MHz
(downlink) and additional ER-GSM bands are 873 – 876 MHz (uplink) and 918 – 921
MHz (downlink). Sharing the GSM-R bands with a new radio communication technology (for
instance, in case of GSM-R plus LTE) might impact both the operation of the GSM-R-System and
the additional radio system (i.e. LTE). As a consequence, this can affect the performance both of
the existing GSM-R network and of the additional radio system. In the worst case, the effects
could make the use of the system unfeasible. This issue can also affect the migration method,
where it is needed to have at least two different systems of communication for a certain period of
time (D4.1). An important question arises from the deliverable D4.1 is: can the GSM-R/ER band
be used for a new transmission system (e.g. 4G LTE) or does a new spectrum be needed? 36.
Today, EU regulations guarantees the concession of the spectrum for railway but this
frequency cannot be used for commercial use.
Concerning to the commercial frequencies, they are allocated in different MHz spectrum. In all the
EU countries spectrum is considered as an exclusive property of the state. As a consequence,
there is a public telecommunication regulator (e.g. Radiocommunication Agency in UK, Federal
Communication Commission in US, etc.) that has the task to monitor and procure the bands to
private operators, usually through a tendering process (i.e. auction) and dividing the frequency in
lots. In Italy37, for instance, the commercial mobile frequency allocated to the four telco

34

For a further treatise of the public safety spectrum in US:

https://www.fcc.gov/public-safety/public-safety-and-homeland-security/policy-and-licensing-division/publicsafety-spectrum
35

For a more detailed treatise about frequency allocation in EU see the European Table of Frequency (2016).

36

For further and more detailed explanations about frequency, see the deliverable D4.1 of Mistral consortium.

37

http://www.spectrummonitoring.com/frequencies/#Italy
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operators38 are shown in the where the minister of telecommunication has established a National
Plan for Frequency Allocation (Piano Nazionale Ripartizione Frequenze, PNRF) 39. The PNRF
provides a table of the total allocation of frequency from 0 to 10,000 MHz 40 (PNRF Table a, b and
c, 2015). In order to have an order of size, Telecom get 20 MHz of frequencies for 230,340,178
euro, Vodafone for 231,986,869 euro 41.

Figure 6.3 Example of mobile frequency allocated to the Telco operators in Italy42

Finally, there is another issue can be the possible cost related to the frequency that is called
‘opportunity cost43’, i.e. the cost for the enterprise that decides to dedicate a share of a band to a
specific business instead of another one, or, in other words. Enterprises should evaluate what is
the increasing value of dedicate a band for commercial use with respect to share the same band
for commercial and railway use.
A recent Italian project44 promoted the identification of an inventory of the overall spectrum and
the efficiency evaluation in the usage of the frequencies according to a technical and socioeconomic view (AGCOM-FUB, 2012) since in the literature the examples of analysis of the socio-

In the last years, in Italy telco operators are three and not four as in the Figure 6.3, because Wind and Tre
were merged in a new company called ‘Wind-Tre’.
38

39

https://www.agcom.it/frequenze-per-sistemi-radiomobili-in-banda-900-e-2100-mhz

http://www.mise.gov.it/index.php/it/comunicazioni/radio/pnrf-piano-nazionale-di-ripartizione-dellefrequenze
40

41

http://www.corrierecomunicazioni.it/tlc/36281_frequenze-banda-l-lo-stato-incassa-462-milioni.htm

Note that this is not updated frequency list, because Wind and Tre are merged today. Moreover, there is a
new operator in the Italian market, called Free Mobile, in the Italian market.
42

Opportunity cost is the cost associated with opportunities that are forgone when a firm’s resources are not
put to their best alternative usage, in other words, it is the cost to choose a project with respect another.
43

44

https://www.agcom.it/documents/10179/1/document/0e45582a-2fde-4777-8aca-9ecf872fc103
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economic value of the frequencies are very few and they concentrate exclusively on the
‘commercial’ applications and they do not evaluate the social impact (Honnef, 2012; ECC Report,
2012). In their document, they provide a qualitative socio-economic estimation value of the use
of the ‘band’ in Italy45. Hereafter, in Table 6.3, we show an extract of the table of the qualitative
analysis of the social and economic value of the present use of spectrum in Italy and EU (AGCOMFUB-d, 2012)46. Economic efficiency is computed with consumer surplus, producer surplus and
opportunity cost47. In Italy, for instance, it seems that only 4 frequencies, with a total of 53
bandwidths48, are not used.

Band
(MHz)

Bandwidth
(MHz)

Use in EU

Use in Italy

Economic
Value

Explanation
of Economic
Value

Social
Value

876880

4

GSM-R (EU
harmonised
band)

Private Radio
mobile (GSMR)

2

Needed for
railway
communication

2

915918

3

Defence System

Defence
System

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

918921

3

Defence System

Defence
System

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

921925

4

GSM-R (EU
harmonised
band)

Private Radio
mobile (GSMR)

2

17101785

75

Harmonised
mobile band
(GSM, IMT)

Public Radio
mobile and
BWA

3

High
Commercial
Success

3

19001920

20

Harmonised
mobile band
(IMT TDD)

Public Radio
mobile and
BWA

0

Not Used

0

2

Table 6.3 Analysis of the socio-economic values of the present spectrum in Italy and EU (Source: Extract of a Subset
of Spectrum from the Table 8 of AGCOM-FUB, 2012-d)

For a quantitative technical and economic analysis of the efficiency of the band see the Deliverable D02 and
D03 of AGCOM-FUB (2012).
45

The economic values are: 0 if band is not used; 1 if band does not have commercial use; 2 if band has
commercial use with a good success, 4 if band has a commercial use with an evident commercial success.
46

Other studies about economic evaluation of the spectrum from a theoretical and empirical side are given by
ITU (2012), PLUM (2013), Hazlett and Honig (2016) and Falk and Tadayoni (2004)
47

The deliverable D02 of the same report (AGCOM-FUB, 2012-b) highlights the methodology used to build an
economic and social evaluation of frequencies. The economic efficiency (of allocation and assignment) has
been computed with the logic of Administrative Incentive Price (AIP) that represents a surrogate of the market
prices (that are difficult to have). The AIPs have been developed in UK on the basis of the methodology
developed by NERA Economic Consulting and Smith System Engineering Limited in 1996, and they were
introduced with the Wireless Telegraphy Act in 1998.
48
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As described before, the frequency variable is quite relevant to be analysed for the future scenario
and our future steps will be to go in deep about the economic consideration about frequencies.
The frequency is useful to identify the socio-economic impact for all the scenarios by considering
the following three types of solutions:
a. Same existing band (usually the band for railway is between around 825 and 925
MHz)49. This case should not increase the costs for the licence or for the concession
of the spectrum if the owner of the new infrastructure is the same of the previous
one. Additional costs should be considered only in the case the new owner is different
to the old one. Also from a technical point of view, as discussed during the kick off
meeting with all the partners of the Consortium, it seems there are not negative
implication about the feasibility to implement NGN in the old spectrum. Indeed, the
frequencies are “technology independent”, in other words, it means the frequencies
are not reserved for utilisation of GSM-R. On the side of management of frequency,
from a theoretical point of view, rail sector can also share the spectrum with another
organisation(s) with similar requirements for specialist mobile communications (MCAs
or commercial industry), similar in resilience and availability. However, today, the old
frequency is dedicated ‘only’ to the railway sector and it seems not possible to share
them with commercial use.
b. New dedicated (private) band, i.e. a spectrum not yet utilised before, that can be
dedicated to mission critical services. Certainly, this solution depends on the
availability of the frequencies actually not used by any actor and from the owner of
the band (i.e. the state) to offer these new through a tendering process and sell these
‘free’ frequencies to mobile or to dedicate them to mission critical services. This
requires estimating the opportunity cost (of allocation) for other usages, for instance,
the cost from not offering the free frequencies to mobile operators where the profit
margin can be higher in some cases. As a consequence, a trade-off has to be
considered between the allocation of new band to a mission critical purpose or to a
commercial scope.
In 2016, the European Council has approved plans to free up mobile broadband
spectrum in the 700MHz band across the 28-nation bloc no later than 2020 (or 2022
in some cases) to provide faster mobile broadband speeds and improve access to
internet services, particularly in remote areas50. France is currently the only Member
State that has allocated dedicated spectrum for PPDR in the 700 MHz band. In 2016
Sweden did a first auction for these frequencies. “Mission Critical Communications
applications, such as PPDR, are vital and must be supported. However, this need not,
and should not, threaten affordable, widespread mobile broadband access for citizens
and businesses. Any effort to use part of the 700 MHz band’s uplink or downlink
channels for PPDR would reduce the amount available for mobile services which in
turn can negatively impact the cost, coverage and capacity of mobile broadband.
Instead, exclusive spectrum for PPDR services can be found outside of commercial
mobile band plans” (PLUM, 2017).
49

In Europe the frequency bands 876–880 MHz and 921–925 MHz are designated to GSM-R by the European
Conference of Postal and Telecommunications (CEPT). CEPT has also designated spectrum below this band
for GSM-R use, 874–876MHz and 918–921MHz, but the designation is on a shared basis and is dependent on
national administrations. Other non-European countries (China, South Africa, and India) use different 900MHz
spectrum for GSM-R, and Australia uses 1800MHz.
50

http://www.capacitymedia.com/Article/3558000/EU-states-free-up-700MHz-band.html
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c. New “commercial” band. This option is when a spectrum, that is already devoted
to commercial services by a telco operator, is allocated to mission critical service or
when a spectrum is acquired on the market for providing communication services to
railways. This last alternative strictly depends on the real availability of free
frequencies in the market of the spectrum. In some countries, some frequency owned
by commercial operators can be free up in favour of mission critical services. A long
discussion about the frequency band has been done since many years and all over
the world. In 2015, the ‘World Radio Conference’ identified PPDR spectrum in the 694
– 894 MHz frequency band to facilitate mobile broadband communications for
mission-critical use51.

b) State Aids, State incentives, subsidies, etc.
The governments and the EU as a whole can play an important (maybe the most relevant)
role to push the actors toward a migration to a NaaS scenario as described also in the driving
forces (D3.1). Incentives and/or opportunity to finance the investment with lower interest
rates, for instance, should create greater possibilities for private enterprises to enter in the
market of NaaS and to support the initial high CapEx of the investment. A situation in which
the state can finance the building of infrastructure but leave the management to the railway
IMs or to other companies that would enter in the market of telecommunication 52.

c) Regulation
Also EU regulation and state laws plays an important role, maybe the most relevant one
together the state intervention described in the previous point b. Indeed, from many survey
it seems regulation, coming also from the need of standardisation and of interoperability of
railway routes, can be the main driver for IMs and RUs to migrate towards a new paradigm.

d) Technology Standardisation
On the one side, policy auspices for standards on railway safety and interoperability (e.g.,
harmonization of safety requirements EU-wide). On the other side, standardisation can have
also impact on prices of technology. Only proprietary new technologies today are available
and few for railway. Standardisation is a process usually done de iure and it implies a creation
of an EU wide market, cross-border services and reducing uncertainty of the investments.
Standardisation process requires to collect consensus about standards from several
stakeholders and it has impact on the costs for technology providers and on the prices for IMs
and MNOs.

e) Re-use of infrastructure (sites, equipment, etc. of IMs and of Telco)
The possibility to re-use or sell some components of the old communication technology (e.g.
GSM-R) can have a huge impact on the cost implementation of new system. It seems that
from GSM-R network there are not many possibility to re-use the core infrastructures. On the
other side, it should be as much useful to consider also the possibility for MNO to reuse some

51

http://www.lte-applications.com/29668

An example of this scenario is given by the Italian case where Enel has built an own broadband infrastructure
in the Italian territory, called Open Fibra.
52
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their components/equipment to build or improve the commercial infrastructure that eventually
can be rugged to provide communication network to railway.

f) Innovative Services for IMs and for passengers
As described in Chapter 5 “Design of innovative services” in this document (D2.1), the
innovative services and service models are needed to inject innovation into business and they
involve a wide range of potential users. This new market could be the decisive factor for a
rapid transition to shift from a network as an asset (NaaA) to a network as a service (NaaS).

g) Training and jobs
A technology shift from hardware infrastructure to a more software based technology, as
described for instance in the third selected scenario NaaS (with slicing network), can change
the required skills for workers and have implication in terms of costs for new jobs and training
cost.

h) SLAs
Critical factors for MNOs to take in charge railway services are the responsibility and the SLAs
required by the customer in terms of service assurance and service availability (the
questionnaire and interviews provide a clear indication about this point). Identifying SLA and
less strict requirements than those related to mission critical of dedicated network may apply
responsibilities that can be managed in an easier way for the telecom operator during the
engagement phase. Based on the requirements (i.e., SLA) it would then be care of the
operator to expand the network to deliver a service that corresponds with what has been
contracted with the railways customer.

i) Procurement Strategy
Procurement strategy is related both to the frequency allocation (i.e. purchasing) for the
manager of the communication network infrastructure and to the purchasing of technology
for IMs and/or MNOs. The status quo shows that in many cases providers of technology in
railway sector are chosen in a consortium or through a direct contractual agreement. Few are
the cases of a tendering process. Future technology and future paradigm can require different
systems of procurement.

j) Geography
The company that will implement the new infrastructure should keep in mind other variables
as, for instance, the differences of areas where they will be built. Indeed, urban regions are
quite different to the rural ones where no mobile network infrastructure exists. Moreover, the
most critical issues linked to the differences between rural and urban areas is to have two
trains per hour (i.e. low service usage and no 4G/5G infrastructure existing at all) and 30
trains per hour (i.e. high service utilisation and existing infrastructure), respectively. Also the
orographic and geographical nature of the area (i.e. mountain) can make more difficult to
build network infrastructure at low costs. To invest in rural areas gives the possibility to
increase the market share for them and, on the other side, to enter in a new market of railway
communication. In other words, the main positive consequences for private companies could
be to enter in new markets and new consumers and to get new revenue streams.
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Implementing a new network also in rural areas, for instance, could be a good reason to have
more coverage and a greater possibility to increase the number of potential new customers
and to use the same new advanced technology for two different segment of market, in other
words, to have some ‘economies of scope’.

k) Parameters of a cost function for future communication network
This is a ‘nice to have’ that can be useful to compare the AS-IS with the TO-BE in terms of
cost of infrastructure, even if, in the real case, it is impossible to have a clear and detailed
indication about components for future technology and their costs. Some proxy could be
reached even if at this stage it is not possible to expect some real and precise result from a
quantitative point of view.

l) Migration
The need to migrate the current 2nd generation GSM-R technology to a next generation
technology already has long been recognised. As introduced in chapter 3 of D4.1, GSM-R
meets the needs of railways still sufficient, but due to technological obsolescence of the 2nd
generation GSM network technology it is expected that GSM-R will become very expensive to
operate after 2030. It is necessary to identify a successor communication technology and a
possible migration strategy.
A generic view on the migration strategies of the shift from GSM-R to a transmission via a
higher performant Internet Protocol based network will be focussed in the following. In
general there are different possibilities of coexistence and migration scenarios between
existing public and private safety networks and future systems.
Currently, different standardization groups, UIC Future Radio Mobile Communications System
(FRMCS) Project or ESTI Rail Transportation Working Group Next Generation Radio for Rail
(NG2R) are analysing ideas for migration planning of the existing railway communication
networks.
A shift to a new railway communication technology concerns the following aspects of
migration:


replace train and track-side radio interface (devices must be exchanged in a short
time horizon)



end-to-end applications have to be shift to an IP based architecture



switch of the core network (IM).

From the technical point of view several compatible network assets exist and will may be reused within future networks: the core and backbone network, radio sites, on-board
installations (e.g. antennas, interfaces).
The existing European framework in terms of rules and interoperability requirements for
railways provides fundamental key aspects for migration strategies. The GSM-R successor
technology and the migration must guarantee interoperability and roaming throughout
Europe. Migration should be seamless from a traffic and service point of view.
The following general migration scenarios can be currently considered:


Dual implementation of GSM-R network and next-generation network during a long
overlap time
(both networks are operated in parallel, with aggregation of the backhaul)
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Single network: short transition from GSM-R technology to a next-generation network,
(on-board equipment of trains has to be exchanged with multi-standard capable
devices (e.g. SDRs) in advanced)

The implementation of the actual migration to a NaaS approach requires that the hardware
prerequisites of the network infrastructure (e.g. sites, RAN) must be available. It seems
obvious that in urban regions the expansion of the existing network infrastructure will be
much better than in rural regions. Thus, it is important to consider different migration concepts
or an combination as well. In rural regions, the dedicated network equipment of the
infrastructure operators will probably have to remain in operation longer than in cities. Here,
capacities can be made available quickly by operators and the existing railway dedicated sites
can be dismantled.
In contrast to public mobile operators, radio site deployment along the railway track is more
complex regarding planning and deployment. The re-use of existing GSM-R radio sites will
likely to be a key for migration.
The migration schedule, the required progress steps and the planned timeline are the main
questions to the replacement process of GSM-R. Within MISTRAL D2.1 the possible scenarios
and their techno-economic impact have been analysed.
The introduction of new transmission candidates and the future transition from the current
GSM-R technology will take place not later than between 2023 and 2030. This also means that
there will be a long time of technology transition.
EC already indicated a time line for a new communication technology introduction. The draft
of specification and requirements shall be available by 2019 and deployment shall start already
in 2022. The GSM-R industry has confirmed that technical support will continue until 2030. On
the other hand, the supplier market of GSM-R technology will noticeably shrink, which leads
to a negative trend in availability of the hardware equipment and increasing cost of operation.
The impact on mobile devices and specific on-board cab terminals will be a significant cost
factor for railways.
The migration approach is significant for the shift to a new technology even if the migration
analysis is not the aim of the present project but only to be considered as a key variables in
terms of costs (indeed, in some researches, the cost of migration has a relevant impact on
the cost function in terms of CapEx and OpEx.) and technical implications that is transversal
to each scenario.
6.1.4

Technical key factors of TO-BE scenarios
Future implementing of a broadband data communications network for the needs of the railway
domain is a complex decision. There are many factors affecting the decision including political issues,
economic and technical considerations and, not at least, the availability of frequency spectrum in which
to operate the communication network.
One significant influencing factor affecting the balance between “owned and operated” and “use
commercial service” is the availability of suitable spectrum. Without access to 4G (and upcoming next
generations) spectrum there is little opportunity for a network operator to build their own
infrastructure regardless of the need, the politics, or the funding issues.
A dedicated network like GSM-R can offer guaranteed spectrum and optimised security and quality
requirements to the users. This deployment strategy applies to most current narrowband public safety
networks and might be also a viable option for a future 4G based Public Safety network as well.
However, this solution depend on the availability of dedicated spectrum and are likely to be difficult
to achieve in the current economic situation.
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The obvious alternative to reduce the cost is to select one or more commercial MNO to supply mission
critical voice and data services for railway domain services. This approach may be based upon shared
spectrum and the use of one common mobile network infrastructure. When network infrastructure
sharing is used, LTE network features, planning and configuration must all take into account the
additional requirements of Public Safety organisations.
Railway communications require security and resilience solutions than are commonly implemented in
such public networks. Furthermore, prioritisation of voice and data services is a critical demand.
Technical standards for these railway requirements have been developed already since years but may
not be acceptable to the MNO’s business model.
Security of the access technology is another factor: security of commercial networks is a potential risk
compared to dedicated networks. At this time, 4G does not have the same level of security embedded
into the standard as is currently available in current railway networks as GSM-R. The standards are
addressing the extension of LTE security features (Mission Critical services) for the future.
Further Technical considerations
If we look at the future scenarios, different possibilities of realization and implementation are possible.
An important consideration about the choice of future implementation strategy is whether there is an
intention to enhance the existing dedicated railway voice communication network GSM-R with an
additional broadband data capability. On the other hand, a complete replacement of the existing 2G
GSM-R communication system with a broadband network service that combines both voice (e.g. via
VoIP) and data transmission is possible. The approach of a NaaS is particularly useful in a complete
change of the network technology.
Furthermore, an important key factor must be taken into account is the exclusive or non-exclusive
frequency spectrum: If adequate frequency spectrum is not available, services taken from a third party
MNO with access to its own spectrum assets are the only possible scenario.
Different deployment strategies for a next generation railway communication network are available in
principle for further analyses:
If we look at the general geographic extent of the railways infrastructure, differences are immediately
apparent. Urban railways, with high density of different train types (metros, regional trains, highspeed-trains and but also the connection of cities and metropolises with far distances between them.
It is easy to understand that there are differences in the demanded network equipment for railways
between high populated urban areas and rural areas. It can already be said that different strategies
of equipment deployment for these regions must be considered. It will not be a single strategy.
Although different network ownership models are significant constraints regarding Quality of Service
and RAMS (Reliability, Availability, Maintainability, Safety & Security) requirements for voice
communication and data transmission support for ETCS imply.

6.2

SWOT analysis for selected TO-BE scenarios
This chapter would provide an analysis of the pros and cons of a number of selected scenarios
designed in the matrix of Table 6.1. The analysis will describe the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities
and risks from a qualitative point of view. At the end of this first stage, all the partners agree on the
migration to a new technology will be needed for the future. How to do this migration is the relevant
issue. SWOT analysis could provide a qualitative result about it.
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The SWOT analysis53 is a simple but widely used tool that helps in understanding the strengths
(characteristics which give the scenario an advantage over others), weaknesses (characteristics
which give the scenario a disadvantage over others), opportunities (characteristics which could be
exploited) and threats (characteristics which may create a disadvantage, if they happen) involved in
a project or business activity. It starts by defining the objective of the project or business activity and
identifies the internal and external factors that are important to achieving that objective. Strengths
and weaknesses are usually internal to the organisation, while opportunities and threats are usually
external. Also a risk assessment should be considered in order to classify with a priority order. The
following Table 6.4 shows the main questions the SWOT analysis should answer to.

The SWOT analysis was introduced in 1960-1970 and today it is an useful tool to understand environment
to make the best decision-making.
53
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Helpful to
achieving
the goal

Internal to the organisation (in the
present)

External to the organisation (in the
future)

Strengths

Opportunities






Harmful to
achieving
the goal

What does your organisation do
better than others?
What are your unique selling
points?
What do your competitors and
customers
in
the
market
perceive as your strengths?
What is your organisation
competitive edge?

Weakness




What do other companies do
better than you?
What elements of your business
add little or no value?
What do competitors and
customers in your market
perceive your weakness?



What political, economic, social,
cultural or technology (PEST)
changes are taking place that
could be favour to you?
 Where are there currently gaps
in the market or unfulfilled
demand?
 What new innovation could your
organisation bring to the
market?
Threats





What political, economic, social,
cultural or technology (PEST)
changes are taking place that
could be unfavourable to you?
What restraints to you face?
What is your competition doing
that could negatively impact
you?

Table 6.4 SWOT analisys – theoretical scheme

We selected two main scenarios of NaaS and the basic option of the NaaA paradigm from the matrix
of Table 6.1 in order to compare them and get a generic overview of all the real opportunities.
Hereafter, we describe these scenarios:


Railway-dedicated physical telecommunication network, owned and managed by an IM - (1a2a-3a) - NaaA
 Railway-dedicated physical telecommunication network infrastructure, owned and manged by
a MNO – (1a-2b-3b) - NaaS
 Shared telecommunication network physical infrastructure with some physical resources
dedicated to railways, owned and managed by a MNO – (1c-2b-3b) – NaaS
In our analysis, we include both the IM and the MNO point of view. Indeed, the trade-off between the
two main actors will be a relevant issues to be considered for the project.
In these SWOT analysis we do not consider migration costs an strategy because we suppose migration
can be quite similar for all the scenarios. Indeed, it has been shared and agreed by all the partners of
the Consortium that the migration strategy should be a dual mode both for commercial and dedicated
network. Certainly, this strategy will affect the costs of infrastructure (CapEx) but since it could be
similar for all the scenarios we do not consider as a relevant issue for the choice of the optimal
scenario.
6.2.1.1 Scenario 1 – NaaA
“Railway-dedicated physical telecommunication network, owned and managed by an IM” (1a-2a-3a).
This scenario is represented by a railway dedicated network (with a new technology) built, owned and
managed by IMs (i.e. status quo or NaaA). The IM builds the infrastructure and replaces the old GSMR with a NGN (e.g. LTE-Rail). All the costs, CapEx and OpEx, will be in charge on IM.
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SWOT for
IMs/RUs54

Internal to the organisation

External to the organisation

Helpful to
achieving
the goal

Strengths

Opportunities

















Harmful
to
achieving
the goal

Better support for IP data
Continuity in managing security
requirements (SLAs)
Decreasing OpEx due to the
technology shift (w.r.t. GSM-R)
Ease to implementation (?)
Economies of scale
Economies of scope
Exploit the technological
competence to build a stable and
safe infrastructure for railway
High level of skills for managing
railway telecommunication
Higher capability to satisfy railway
customers’ needs increasing number
of passengers and revenues (?)
Increasing economic value for the
spectrum (from additional innovative
services)
Increasing of inland passengerkilometres (pkm) travelled by
railways
Increasing safety and security
systems
Introduce competition with MNOs in
providing new innovative services
for end users (passengers)
Introduction of IoT for maintenance
Providing Innovative services

Weaknesses







High initial CapEx
Low possibility to re-use of some
GSM-R sites
Low propensity for infrastructure
change (e.g. in the Italian case?)
Risk
of
interference
between
frequencies during migration phase
(?)
Low technical skill in providing some
innovative services
Switching cost and lock in situation



Approach to the policy goal to
create of a Single European Railway
Area
 Changes in government politics
 Environment improvement:
increasing competitive force with
other transport systems and
decreasing environmental impact
 Government or European regulation
of standardisation
 Improve advanced traffic
management and control systems,
better management of railway
traffic
 Improving management of safety
and security
 Improving technical, organizational
and regulatory measures (e.g.,
cross acceptance of rolling stock)
able to reduce the fragmentation of
the European rail market
 Incentives, subsidies to support
investment
 LTE gaining new features
 Positive spillovers for the mission
critical services (public authorities)
 Price effect (?)
 Seamless experience and enhancing
of passenger experience
 Improving socio-economic factors
Threats




Changes in government politics
Lock-in situation
Standardisation issues (from UIC)

Table 6.5 SWOT analysis for IMs: scenario 1 – dedicated infrastructure and same band (Source: ISMB elaboration)

We consider IMs and RUs together because they usually can have combined benefits and damages from
socio-economic point of view. Moreover, they often are division of the same enterprise, as a consequence,
their strategies can go in the same direction.
54
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6.2.1.2 Scenario 2 – NaaS
“A railway-dedicated physical telecommunication network infrastructure, owned and managed by a
MNO” (1a-2b-3b).
The telecommunication network infrastructure is still dedicated to the railways communications, but
the network infrastructure is built, owned and managed by a MNO that supplies connectivity services
only to railway actors. This scenario is NaaS, but it is very close to the legacy NaaA from a management
point of view since the physical infrastructure is only devoted to railways and it is built with specialpurpose hardware implementing a given network technology. The telecom operator builds and owns
the physical infrastructure and it supplies services only to railway, through a dedicated network. The
potential benefit for IMs of this scenario is to outsource network services to an external more focused
and capable organisation managing the network itself. IMs will pay a rent to telco operator(s) in order
to receive services from it (them). This case needs to have of a long-run commercial SLA and
arrangement with one or more than one suitable telco operators that can share the building of the
infrastructure and the gains from the instalments of IMs with the same existing or with a new band 55.
Usually the band for railway is between around 825 and 925 MHz 56. This case should not increase the
costs for the licence or for the concession of the spectrum if the owner of the new infrastructure is
the same of the previous one. Additional costs should be considered only in the case the new band,
different to the old one, but this case should be the less realistic case, because EU community decided
to dedicate to railway the band from 874 to 921 MHz and it is not possible to use another band for
it57. From a technological point of view, as discussed during the kick off meeting with all the partners
of the Consortium, it seems there are not negative issues about the feasibility to implement NGN to
the old spectrum. Indeed, the frequency tenders are “technology independent”, in other words, it
means the frequencies are not fixed for utilisation with GSM-R. In this case, rail can also share the

55

We consider the same band it is the most realistic case to have the same band used for GSM-R.

56

In Europe the frequency bands 876–880 MHz and 921–925 MHz are designated to GSM-R by the European
Conference of Postal and Telecommunications (CEPT). CEPT has also designated spectrum below this band
for GSM-R use, 874–876MHz and 918–921MHz, but the designation is on a shared basis and is dependent on
national administrations. Other non-European countries (China, South Africa, and India) use different 900MHz
spectrum for GSM-R, and Australia uses 1800MHz.
57

In this case, we have a spectrum not yet utilised before, that can be dedicated to mission critical services.
Certainly, this solution depends on the availability of the frequencies actually not used by any actor and from
the owner of the band (i.e. the state) to offer these new through a tendering process and sell these ‘free’
frequencies to mobile or to dedicate them to mission critical services. This requires estimating the opportunity
cost (of allocation) for other usages, for instance, the cost from not offering the free frequencies to mobile
operators where the profit margin can be higher in some cases. As a consequence, a trade-off has to be
considered between the allocation of new band to a mission critical purpose or to a commercial scope. In
2016, the European Council has approved plans to free up mobile broadband spectrum in the 700MHz band
across the 28-nation bloc no later than 2020 (or 2022 in some cases) to provide faster mobile broadband
speeds and improve access to internet services, particularly in remote areas. France is currently the only
Member State that has allocated dedicated spectrum for PPDR in the 700 MHz band. In 2016 Sweden did a
first auction for these frequencies. “Mission Critical Communications applications, such as PPDR, are vital and
must be supported. However, this need not, and should not, threaten affordable, widespread mobile
broadband access for citizens and businesses. Any effort to use part of the 700 MHz band’s uplink or downlink
channels for PPDR would reduce the amount available for mobile services which in turn can negatively impact
the cost, coverage and capacity of mobile broadband. Instead, exclusive spectrum for PPDR services can be
found
outside
of
commercial
mobile
band
plans”
(PLUM,
2017).
http://www.capacitymedia.com/Article/3558000/EU-states-free-up-700MHz-band.html
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spectrum with another organisation(s) with similar requirements for specialist mobile communications,
similar in resilience and availability.
SWOT for
MNO

Internal to the organisation

External to the organisation

Helpful
to
achieving
the goal

Strengths

Opportunities


















Harmful
to
achieving
the goal

Weaknesses
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Better support for IP data
Economies of scope
Higher capability to satisfy
railway customers’ needs
Higher propensity to update
infrastructure
Increasing market share
Increasing of the economic
value for the spectrum (since
the spectrum will have
additional services)
Licence can be used
bargaining chip to build a new
infrastructure for IMs
No additional costs for
frequency band (frequency
licence can be used as
bargaining chip with IMs to
build a new infrastructure)
No risk of interference
between frequencies
OpEx can be mitigated by the
rent from IMs to use the
services
Perpetual licence scheme for
the old spectrum
Increasing profit (?)
Reducing life-cycle cost of
railway transport for years to
come
Revenues from renting the
infrastructure to IMs

Increasing OpEx
High initial CapEx
High requirements for security
and specific SLAs agreement
requiring much effort
Potential lower ROI (?)
Low experience with railway
proprietary systems
Low management skills on
railway telecommunication
Page 87 of 101



Approach to the policy goal to
create of a Single European
Railway Area
 Changes in government
politics
 Environmental issues
 Government or European
regulation of standardisation
 Growth of inland passengerkilometres (pkm) travelled by
railways
 Improve advanced traffic
management and control
systems, better management
of railway traffic
 Improving management of
safety and security
 Improving technical,
organizational and regulatory
measures (e.g., cross
acceptance of rolling stock)
able to reduce the
fragmentation of the European
rail market
 Incentives, Subsidies to
support investment
 LTE gaining new features
 Positive spillovers for the
mission critical services (public
authorities)
 Price effect (?)
 Seamless experience and
enhancing of passenger
experience
 Improving socio-economic
factors
Threats






Changes in government
politics
Dominant position in the
market of Telco
Lock-in situation
Risk of market distortion
(dominant position of one
telco operator)
Standardisation issues (from
UIC)
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(technological competence,
additional effort is needed)
Low possibility to re-use some
sites used for GSM-R
Switching cost and lock in
situation

Table 6.6 SWOT analysis for MNOs: scenario 2 – dedicated infrastructure and same band (Source: ISMB elaboration)

SWOT for
IMs/RUs

Internal to the organisation

External to the organisation

Helpful
to
achieving
the goal

Strengths

Opportunities












Harmful
to
achieving
the goal
Document version: 1.2

Better support for IP data
Higher capability to satisfy
railway customers’ needs
Higher market opportunity to
satisfy new consumer needs
for RUs
Improving of communication
system for railway
management
Increasing safety and security
systems
Introduction of IoT for
maintenance
Increasing profit (?)
No more CapEx
Increasing of inland
passenger-kilometres (pkm)
travelled by railways
Providing innovative services

Weaknesses



Discontinuity in managing
security requirements (SLAs)
Increasing OpEx
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Approach to the policy goal to
create of a Single European
Railway Area
 Changes in government
politics
 Environment improvement:
increasing competitive force
with other transport systems
and decreasing environmental
impact
 Government or European
regulation of standardisation
 Improve advanced traffic
management and control
systems, better management
of railway traffic
 Improving management of
safety and security
 Improving technical,
organizational and regulatory
measures (e.g., cross
acceptance of rolling stock)
able to reduce the
fragmentation of the European
rail market
 Incentives, subsidies to
support investment
 LTE gaining new features
 Positive spillovers for the
mission critical services (public
authorities)
 Price effect (?)
 Seamless experience and
enhancing of passenger
experience
 Improving socio-economic
factors
Threats


Changes in government
politics
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Issues about disposal of the
existing sites
Low resilience for IMs (?)
Low management skills of new
operators on infrastructure for
mission critical services
Risk for SLAs requirements
Risk for SLAs requirements
Opportunity cost for a new
market





Dominant position in the
market of telco
Lock-in situation
Risk of market concentration
distortion (dominant position
of one telco operator)
Standardisation issues (from
UIC)

Table 6.7 SWOT for IMs/RUs: scenario 2 – dedicated infrastructure and same band (Source: ISMB elaboration)

6.2.1.3 Scenario 3 – NaaS
“Shared telecommunication network physical infrastructure with some physical resources dedicated to
railways, owned and managed by a MNO” (1c-2b-3b)
The telecommunication infrastructure is owned and managed by a MNO. The main physical resources
of the network infrastructure, employed for the railway communication systems, are used in sharing
with other communication systems, such as the commercial network of the MNO. This approach can
be feasible if adopting the recent technology trends of network virtualization as explained in details in
D4.1. The recently introduced concept of “network slicing” can make feasible this scenario from both
a technical, management and economic points of view. In particular, it is expected that generalpurpose hardware can be used providing significant technical and economic benefits.
Furthermore, in this scenario, it is possible that some resources of the physical infrastructure can be
devoted to the railways in order to, for example, provide effective coverage and service in desert
areas.
Also this case requires having long-run contract agreement with telco operators and specific SLAs.
Some public incentive or government aid could be recommended in order to push this scenario to
have the real opportunity to be implemented. It is a case in which the CapEx can be lower than the
(1a-2c-3c) scenario.
The option of a commercial band is when a spectrum already allocated and it depends on the
willingness of allocating part of the commercial spectrum, already allocated to a telco operator, for
mission critical service and on the real availability of free frequencies in the market of the spectrum.
In some countries, some frequency owned by commercial operators can be free up in favour of mission
critical services. A long discussion about the frequency band has been done since many years and all
over the world. In 2015, the ‘World Radio Conference’ identified PPDR spectrum in the 694 – 894 MHz
frequency band to facilitate mobile broadband communications for mission-critical use58.

SWOT for
MNO

Internal to the organisation

External to the organisation

Helpful
to
achieving
the goal

Strengths

Opportunities





58

Better support for IP data
Economies of scale in investment
cost
Economies of scale in frequency
licences





Approach to the policy goal to
create of a Single European
Railway Area
Changes in government politics
Environmental issues

http://www.lte-applications.com/29668
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Harmful
to
achieving
the goal

Higher capability to satisfy
railway customers’ needs
Higher propensity to update
infrastructure
Increasing of the economic
value for the commercial
spectrum
Increasing market share
No additional costs for frequency
band
New potential business lines
OpEx can be mitigated by the
rent from IMs to use the services
Increasing ROI (?)
Revenues from renting the
infrastructure to IMs
Positive long-run effect on reuse of equipment (NVF) for new
future wireless technologies and
other use (the initial high CapEx
can be mitigated in the long run
if the same equipment is used to
offer other services with a sort
of economies of scope)

Weaknesses












Increasing OpEx
Initial high CapEx
High requirements for security
and specific SLAs agreement
requiring much effort
Decreasing ROI (?)
Low experience with railway
proprietary systems
Low management skills on
railway telecommunication
(technological competence,
additional effort is needed)
Low possibility to re-use some
sites used for GSM-R
Risk of interference between
frequencies
Risk to have no sufficient
spectrum
Switching cost and lock in
situation



Government or European
regulation of standardisation
 Growth of inland passengerkilometres (pkm) travelled by
railways
 Improve advanced traffic
management and control
systems, better management of
railway traffic
 Improving management of
safety and security
 Improving technical,
organizational and regulatory
measures (e.g., cross
acceptance of rolling stock)
able to reduce the
fragmentation of the European
rail market
 Incentives, Subsidies to support
investment
 5G gaining new features
 Positive spillovers for the
mission critical services (public
authorities)
 Price effect (?)
 Seamless experience and
enhancing of passenger
experience
 Improving socio-economic
factors
Threats






Changes in government politics
Dominant position in the
market of Telco
Lock-in situation
Risk of market concentration
distortion (dominant position of
one telco operator)
Standardisation issues (from
UIC)

Table 6.8 SWOT analysis for MNOs: scenario 3 – commercial infrastructure(Source: ISMB elaboration)
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SWOT for
IMs/RUs

Internal to the organisation

External to the organisation

Helpful to
achieving
the goal

Strengths

Opportunities












Harmful to
achieving
the goal

Better support for IP data
Higher capability to satisfy
railway customers’ needs
Higher market opportunity to
satisfy new consumer needs
for RUs
Improving of communication
system for railway
management
Increasing safety and security
systems
Introduction of IoT for
maintenance
No more or lower CapEx
Old spectrum dedicated to
railway can be sold to other
operators
Increasing of inland
passenger-kilometres (pkm)
travelled by railways
Providing innovative services

Weakness








Discontinuity in managing
security requirements (SLAs)
Increasing OpEx
Issues about disposal of the
existing sites
Low resilience for IMs (?)
Risk for SLAs requirements
Risk of interference with
commercial network
Opportunity cost for a new
market



Approach to the policy goal to
create of a Single European
Railway Area
 Changes in government
politics
 Environmental issues
 Government or European
regulation of standardisation
 Growth of inland passengerkilometres (pkm) travelled by
railways
 Improve advanced traffic
management and control
systems, better management
of railway traffic
 Improving management of
safety and security
 Improving technical,
organizational and regulatory
measures (e.g., cross
acceptance of rolling stock)
able to reduce the
fragmentation of the European
rail market
 Incentives, Subsidies to
support investment
 5G gaining new features
 Positive spillovers for the
mission critical services (public
authorities)
 Price effect (?)
 Seamless experience and
enhancing of passenger
experience
 Improving socio-economic
factors
Threats






Changes in government
politics
Dominant position in the
market of Telco
Lock-in situation
Risk of market concentration
distortion (dominant position
of one telco operator)
Standardisation issues (from
UIC)

Table 6.9 SWOT for IMs/RUs: scenario 3 – commercial infrastructure (Source: ISMB elaboration)
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7.
7.1

Mistral Techno-Economic proposition
Methodological Approach
The preliminary techno-economic proposition will be based mainly on the strict NaaS paradigm (Mistral
is a research project in response to the Call S2R.OC.IP2-03-2015, that clearly states the Network as a
Service model). The hybrid scenarios (NaaS and NaaA together) are also relevant from an economic
viewpoint (indeed, there will be no black and white solutions) because most likely there will be a
coexistence of the two approaches also in the FAR future (no 100% NaaS) but, as a landscape of this
first stage of the project, the techno-economic proposition puts the basis for a future more depth
analysis of selected NaaS scenarios and it should be considered as a first attempt to design the extreme
boundaries between NaaA and NaaS.
The definition of a techno-economic proposition is related to the building of a methodological approach
that is described, hereafter, in the following temporal sequence of steps:
1. Selection of the main drivers from AS-IS to TO-BE paradigm (D3.1)
In the economic analysis, in Section 4 of D3.1, there have been elaborated some (exogenous and
endogenous) driving forces pushing the migration to a new generation system both coming from
literature and from opinions from stakeholders during the several meeting and conference call we
attended during the first 9 months. In particular, the stakeholders consideration coming from our
external stakeholders (telco operators and IMs) have been considered much important for our
point of view.
2. Selection of main stakeholders involved in the migration (D3.1)
The AS-IS analysis shown in Section 3 of D3.1 of the main stakeholders involved in the GSM-R
network and their future trends in the market of technology show relevant aspects about their
real intention to go into the NaaS direction and put the basis to define the boundaries of their
operational activity and market propensity. It is difficult today how and if they really can operate
in a NaaS but their viewpoint is the crucial aspect for the whole project. For this reason, our
relationship with them has been and will be the most important step to reach a much as possible
realistic scenario. In this overview, we elaborate a questionnaire that has been delivered to some
IMs and MNOs of Italy, Spain and Germany.
All the partners have contributed to build two different questionnaires to be delivered to IMs and
telcos in order to collect their intention to think about the NaaS as an opportunity for their own
business. It will be the aim of the future steps to deliver these two typologies of questionnaire to
selected external stakeholders in different countries as Italy, Spain and Germany during the project
life. Until now, only one stakeholder from Italy answered to the questionnaire. The results of these
questionnaires will be discussed after collecting all their answers.
The structure of the questionnaire has been discussed inside the Consortium and development by
the partners. Regarding the contents of the questionnaire, we have identified a set of questions
that we consider four types of factors: technological, economic, administrative/legal and strategic
for each scenario. In particular we considered the following three main scenarios: railway
dedicated network, commercial networks with SLAs between telco and railway operator and hybrid
(i.e. shared investment between telco and IM) network with SLAs between telco and railway
operators. In the Appendix 7.1 of D3.1 all the questions both for IMs and for telco operators are
shown.
3. Selection of the technologies candidate for the NaaS scenarios
The analysis and selection of the main technological trend has been done in the deliverable D4.1.
We remind to the D4.1 for any technical consideration about it.
4. Building of all the possible and feasible NaaS, NaaA and hybrid scenarios.
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This stage would provide a methodological approach for identifying the main so called “scenario
variables” needed to build all the possible realistic scenarios and the “transversal variables” that
are those affecting each built scenario as described in Section 6.1.
5. Selection of the main TO-BE scenarios from the cloud of all the possible scenarios of NaaS built
in D2.1. After the building of all the scenarios we selected only three of them, one NaaA and two
NaaS, that will be the possible candidate for the final business analysis to be elaborated in next
months.
6. Selection of innovative services both for IMs and passengers
The creation of innovative services to be included in the main selected scenarios as been
elaborated in D2.1 and where consideration about railway specific and passenger specific services
have been analysed (as described in D3.1 section 3.2.4).
7. Identification of some main economic findings from the SWOT analysis of the selected scenarios
Based on selected scenarios, we have also built a SWOT analysis for each scenario where economic
consideration have been done.
8. Identification of the main “transversal variables“ affecting the selected scenarios, variables that
should be analysed during the project life
The identified transversal variables are described as a result of technological and economic
analysis and they will be the basis for the building of future business cases in next months.
The next steps of the project are described hereafter and they will be discussed better in the
Consortium during next months.
The next steps of the project described hereafter will be discussed better in the Consortium during
next months.
9. Receive answers from questionnaires delivered to the stakeholders, IMs and MNOs.
10. Provide a set of assumptions (hypothesis) in order to make the final identification of the main
NaaS scenario to be selected. During the discussion within the Consortium, all the partners agree
the rail market is a closed market, as closed as the TLC was until 20 years ago. As a consequence,
we are aware that currently major railway infrastructure operators (Italy, Spain, Germany) are
more inclined to upgrade their network, i.e. asset from GSM-R to e.g. LTE, rather than moving
toward a NaaS approach. In Italy and in Germany, IMs are already planning to upgrade the old
GSM-R into a new one and, at the same time, they have already decided to invest in a new
communication network technology for the period after 2030 (e.g. with LTE). So, we are aware
of the need of a strong policy action that opens the rail market to make the NaaS appealing also
for IMs. However, Mistral does not go into this discussion in our deliverables, rather, we would
assume that a set of socio-political preconditions could open the market so that the NaaS will
become appealing and then we consider the business cases for NaaS.
11. Building a set of future possible business cases built according to the selected variables and
according to the country: we propose to select one or more than one country among Italy, Spain
and Germany where to build the business case. We will implement these variables in these
countries in order to evaluate if the results can be similar or not
12. Building business models for each selected scenario
13. Building a case study that provides the realisation of a theoretical (virtual) ‘route’ with a
representative topological business case
14. If data can be collected, also an ‘input-output analysis’ could be done.
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7.2

Final Results
MISTRAL will elaborate the Technical Specification of the future communication system for all railways
in light of the migration from the current obsolete GSM-R. The new radio system will leverage the
broadband capacity of IP-based wireless communication to enhance signalling but also to make
possible innovative services for both users and train automation/control.
To achieve the objective, in this document:


We reviewed the current landscape of railway communication system in the Europe with the
aim of providing a close-up of the status quo (AS-IS). A stakeholder analysis was conducted
to identify, prioritize and understand individuals and/or groups that are likely to affect or be
affected by the current configuration framed around the ‘network as an asset’ (NaaS) tenet.



We generated a portfolio of foreseeable future communication scenarios (TO-BE) in light of a
number of driving forces of dissimilar nature, which will be seen as the factors that
fundamentally determine future developments in the railway realm. The repertoire of these
trajectories responsible for marking the discontinuity between the foreseen TO-BE scenarios
and the status quo (AS-IS) concern economic, technology, policy, regulation, standards,
safety, dependability, etc.



Mistral has identified innovative services made available by the new digital communication
platform. Experimenting with new services and service models is needed to inject innovation
into business so, from an economic viewpoint, prominent offerings have been schematized in
the guise of value propositions, taking the technological perspective opportunities provided
by latest technologies.



Then, a Techno-Economic Proposition consistent with future scenarios have been defined,
including a portfolio of innovative services ushered-in by new technologies and compliant with
new users requirements as well as with safety, security and QoS requirements. The portfolio
of scenarios generated have been then evaluated by means of a SWOT analysis. Along these
lines, each scenario have been qualitatively examined with the purpose of pointing out internal
and external factors that are favourable or unfavourable to identified stakeholders.
Such Techno-Economic proposition, in the continuation of the Mistral project, will be subject
to a Business Viability Analysis - meant to gauge and optimize the total-cost-of-ownership of
the new communication system - and to a Technical Viability Analysis that will investigate the
compliance with the new requirements. Subsequently, the results of such Business and
Technical Viability Analysis will be used as basis to refine and finalize the Validated TechnoEconomic proposition, which will thus rely on an optimized life-cycle cost and on a sound
portfolio of innovative services. The Validated Techno-Economic proposition will be the main
output of MISTRAL, i.e. the 'Technical Specification' scope of the topic.

The main results obtained by Mistral analysis so far (coming from D2.1 D3.1 and D4.1 deliverables)
are summarized in the following sections.

7.2.1

Main drivers/barriers from AS-IS to TO-BE


Policy goal to create of a Single European Railway Area



Policy priority in ensuring optimal railway safety



Policy goal of drastically reducing life-cycle cost of railway transport for years to come



railway operators to claw market share from airlines on short-haul routes
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7.2.2



Expectation for a user-friendly railway system ensuring an enhanced passenger experience



Increasing potential for innovative solutions meant to address advanced traffic management and
control systems



IoT for maintenance



Railway as best-in-class transport mode in terms of CO2 and GHG emissions



Railway safety and interoperability (e.g., harmonization of safety requirements EU-wide)



Potential new underserved customer segments



Potential new features to be added to enhance the dependability of the safety-critical railway
signalling system



Creation of new market opportunities for actors entering or reinforcing their position in the railway
realm (e.g., mobile telco operators, service providers, technological suppliers, ISS)



Cost alleviation in the establishment of the communication infrastructure



Attainment of economies of scope

Stakeholders involved in the TO-BE scenarios


IMs/RUs
o



MNOs
o



Different needs for different types of customers require to have different business models
linked to the innovative services. Passengers can benefit from a seamless and more stable
wireless infrastructure and introduction of new innovative services

Standardisation Authorities
o

7.2.3

They have quite same opportunities w.r.t. status quo

Customers
o



Higher initial CapEx, but also new business opportunities, new business models coming
from providing new services in a new segment of market or new business lines

Providers of technology
o



Lower CapEx, higher or same OpEx

Standardisation authorities, usually PPPs (3GPPP, 5GPPP, ETSI, etc.), play a crucial role
for the standardisation of new technologies, and there are different implications on the
costs and prices of new standardised technology

Candidate Technologies


LTE, 4G and 5G



Packet switched networks



Satellite



Seamless (IP based network, etc.)



Network Function Virtualisation (NFV)

The choice of the future technology has impact on costs for IMs, RUs and MNOs. The choice of the
future technology can derive from the strategic management in terms of costs. In particular:


cost of re-use of old infrastructure to deploy the new one and possible economies of scale;
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7.2.4



short-run costs of new technologies are different according to many parameters as
standardization, degree of competition of the market, level of demand and diffusion of new
technology across the countries and across other vertical industrial sectors



long-run costs, indeed, it could be important to include also length of deployment and exploitation
of new technology and the possibility to re-use some components for future technologies if
equipment can be re-used for other scope and services (economies of scope). According to this
logic, the more candidate technology for NaaS scenario seems to be NFV

Selected TO-BE scenarios
Future scenarios to be analysed59.
Three network scenarios have been selected:
1. A railway-dedicated physical telecommunication network, owned and managed by an IM
Most realistic scenario, today
2. A railway-dedicated physical telecommunication network infrastructure, owned and managed by
a MNO
Possible candidate for NaaS
3. A shared telecommunication network physical infrastructure with some physical resources
dedicated to railways, owned and managed by a MNO
Most feasible candidate for NaaS

7.2.5

Innovative Services


Services for railway operators



Services for passengers

A portfolio of new innovative services or services with improved functionalities (incremental innovation
of legacy services) and different QoS have been considered by the Consortium that can affect the
increasing of a new market with actors that can have new possibility to build business model on these
services. Actors involved in innovative services (NaaS) are MNOs, SCS (Entity in charge of the railway
infrastructure manage), others (3rd entity, not directly related to the telecommunication or the railway
infrastructure).

7.2.6

Economics findings


Increasing value of the railway market with shift to NGN: new passengers, new jobs, lower
environmental impact



Relevant changes in CapEx and OpEx for IMs and RUs



High concentration of market and the nature of enterprises (SOEs) can affect the choice of a new
paradigm: political reasons and strong business opportunity can be a relevant driver for NaaS
(PESTEL analysis)

59

Scenario 1 = railway-dedicated physical telecommunication network, owned and managed by an IM;
Scenario 2 = railway-dedicated physical telecommunication network infrastructure, owned and manged by a
MNO; Scenario 3 = shared telecommunication network physical infrastructure with some physical resources
dedicated to railways, owned and managed by a MNO
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7.2.7

7.3



High initial investments (CapEx) affects more MNOs with respect to IMs. CapEx from investing in
a new infrastructure can be less critical for IMs than for MNOs



Opportunity cost for MNOs to invest in a new and unexplored sector (i.e. railway) can be a relevant
drivers for investing



New Business models needs can be another driver for MNOs to shift towards a NaaS



Creation of new players of the market



New or improved business opportunity for commercial stakeholders to invest in railway
communication system (different skills between MNOs and IMs to find business opportunity from
the new technology)

Identification of the main variables affecting the selected scenarios


Frequency allocation and frequency market



State Aids, State incentives, subsidies, etc.



EU regulation, State laws



Technology Standardisation



Re-use of Sites (sites of IMs and of Telco)



Innovative Services for IMs and for passengers



Training and jobs (technology shift from employee dedicated to hardware to software)



SLAs



Procurement Strategy



Parameters of a future cost function

Next steps
In the light of the results obtained so far, the preferred scenario seems to be the “shared
telecommunication network physical infrastructure with some physical resources dedicated to railways,
owned and managed by a MNO” (Scenario 3).
For this scenario the key factors, technical and economical are:
1. Network slicing and
2. New innovative services
In the next months, this techno-economic proposition will be subject to a Business Viability Analysis
(WP3) and a Technical Viability Analysis (WP4) to determine the compliance with new requirements,
including security and QoS. The results of the Business Viability Analysis and Technical Viability
analysis will be used to refine, finalize and validate (WP2) the final Validated Techno-economic
proposition with optimized life-cycle cost and including the portfolio of new innovative services.
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8.
8.1

Appendixes
Appendix 1 – Mistral vs x2Rail-1 services comparison

The aim of the following table is to align, where possible, Mistral Innovative Services (see 5.1) and X2Rail-1
User Requirements60.
The comparison is based on similar service descriptions and on analogous features involved in the service.
ID

X2Rail-1
Ref

Mistral Service Name

1 Moving block
2 GOAx
3 Improved REC
4 Timing and train positioning
5 Seamless connectivity
6 IoT maintenance
7 Bidirectional real-time monitoring and recovery
8 Infrastructures monitoring
9 Video surveillance
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Cost analysis
Statistical analysis of failures
Operational data dispatching
Train2Train communication
Additional information
Electronic ticketing
On board entertainment
Shopping application
Context aware marketing
Assisted decision-making
Real-time timetable
Precise train positioning
Seamless services on board and at the station

x2Rail Service Description

5.22
6.13.1
6.13.2
5.3.1
5.19.1

Train Integrity
Real-time video uplink
Real-time video downlink
Multi-train voice coms (train-to-train) for train staff, drivers & ground users
Voice recording

5.3.2
6.22
6.23
5.3.2
5.19.2
5.20.1
5.20.2
6.13.3
6.13.4
5.20.1

Multi-train data coms (train-to-train) for train staff, drivers & ground users
Communications with remote maintenance vehicles
Coms for building and facilities security & management
Multi-train data coms (train-to-train) for train staff, drivers & ground users
Retrieval of voice recording
Data recording
Retrieval of data recording
Real-time video uplink
Real-time video downlink
Data recording

7.3.2 Wireless non-real-time internet for passengers

7.3.1 Wireless real-time internet for passengers
7.4.1 Wireless real-time internet for passengers on platforms
7.4.2 Wireless non-real-time internet for passengers on platforms

Table 8.1 Mistral vs X2Rail-1 services matching

60

X2Rail-1: deliverable D3.1 User & System Requirements (Telecommunications)
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